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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Holland
if* Town

When

Really

Folks

Ura

HOLLAND. MICHIGAN. THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1,

Zedand Children
Collect

Filtration

Superintendent Named

$335 in

UNICEF Drive
ZEELAND

New Water

The appointment of James
Homung, 38, of Detroit as superintendent of the water filtration

Mrs. Nellie Plaggemeyer

—

(Special)

plant In Holland was announced

Dies at Local Hospital
More

Aadience Cheered

AM

Thomas Verdict

AskedtoPut

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

milk carton wrapped with an orange and black band marked

Warm October
Almost 6 Degrees

“Trick or Treat for All the World’s

Children."They also wore arm
bands proclaiming the purpose of

Maggie Velderman, 66,

Above Normal

Dies

their aolicitation.
Downtown stores carried posters With an average temperatureof
in their windows reminding resi- 58.2 which is 5.9 degrees above

in

Zeeland

Top

Holland Community Chest re-

-

turns today stood st $50,200, or 76

ct. 31

present schedule.
He spent three years with the
Air Force during World War H.
He is married and has one son,
four years old. His hobby is photography.

Thomas made when the

verdict
was read was a brief smile and a
huge sigh. She buried her head
into her hands as her attorney,

Randall Dekker comforted her.
As the jury filed out of the courtroom past Mrs. Thomas she stood
up and shook hands with each
member thanking them in turn. A
few of tlje jury began crying as

cum

Drive

Chest Over

Court

In Grcuit

by Randall C. Bosch, presi- After spending nine weeks in jail
than 300 children collected $335 Mrs. Nellie Plaggemeyer, 80, dent of the Board of Public Works.
awaiting trial Mrs. Helen Thomas
died Friday evening at Holland
while “trick or treating" Zeeland
Hospital where she was admitted The appointmentis effectiveim- must now wait two more weeks
homes (or less fortunate children Oct 12 following a stroke while mediately.
before learning her sentence.
in underprivileged nations Tues- visiting at the home of her son-inShe was convicted Thursday afThe new appointee comes to Hol- ternoon by a Circuit Court jury of
day evening.
law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
The canvass was a part of a Melvin Achtexfcof,203 East Eighth land from the Detroit water de- manslaughterin the shotgun slay
partment where he was employed Ing of her 24-year-old husband
nation - wide UNICEF drive sponSt.
about 16 years, 10 of them in water Emmerson. Aug. 13 in their Jenisored by the United Nations InSurviving are five sons, Fred
ternational Children’s Emergency and Bert Plaggemeyer of Grand- treatment. He has had two years’ son Paric Home.
experience in sewage treatment.
Fund.
When the verdict was read, the
ville, Nick of Grand Rapids, Jim
Zeeland was one of 7,200 com- of Hudsonville and Henry of Hol- • Homung, 38, has a B.S. degree obviously sympathetic audience,
from Wayne Universitywith a many of whom had been crying
munities joining in the campaign.
land; three daughters, Mrs. John
The communities ranged in size Wiersum of Hudsonville,Mrs. major in chemistry.He has an earlier, broke into cheers and apfrom New York’s eight million peo- John Sail of Allendale and Mrs. F-l Michigan state water license plause.
and has complete experiencein
ple to the 64 persons who live in
Sheriff Gerald Vanderbeek gavr
Melvin Achterhof of Holland; 19
laboratory chemical and bacterio- eled the brief demonstration to a
Radium, Kans.
grandchildren; U great grandchilThe Zeeland drive, carried on dren; three brothers, Peter Boss logical analysis and control in both halt.
by boys and girls in the public of California, Edward and Nick water and sewage treatment.
Several members of the jury
He is currentlyfamiliarizing also had team in their eyes and
elementaryschools, lasted from 5
Boss of Grand Rapids and one
himself with the new Holland broke into open weeping shortly
p.m. to 7 p.m. It was done by
sister, Mrs. Martin Cook of Grand
plant and is making plans for opchildren aged five to 12 in grades
after the verdict was in and the
Rapids.
erationsin December, provided jury had been dismissed.
from the kindergarten to the sixth.
construction is completed on the
The Parent - Teachers AssociaThe only display of e notion Mrs.
tion of the Lincoln St. School did
the work for the drive, getting together literature, posters and material for the children.
Each child was issued a paper

fAGB — met TEN

EIGHT

1956

percent of the $66,050 goal, but
Campaign Manager James Taylor expressed fear that the goal
would not be reached unless every-

body gets busy.
Chest leader* expressedappreciationover the fine response thus

and pointed out Holland has
never failed to make its Community Chest goal — a tribute to
the many fine workers who have
given of their time and energies

far

year

after ’year.
Taylor said some people

WIN

—

FRIZES
Childrenof all ages, in all
shapes and forms paraded in Civic Center
Wednesdaynight for about 2,000 persons. More
than 250 were entered .in the Halloween
costume contest with 15 finalists on the stage.
Top prize winner was the group shown on the

right, 'Three

Men

in a Tub," with the Free-

—

knight in armor and some of the prize Jack-OLanterns also are shown. Cider was furnished by
the Fraternal Order of Police and doughnuts by

Co.

(Sentinel photo)

with great difficulty.
Taylor also pointed out that, the
needs of all agencies have increased because of growth in the community and expanded aervices.
He urged all workers to complete their call* immediatelyand
asked those persons who have not
been contacted to stop in at Chest
headquartersabove Taylor’s or
call headquarters at 6-4226 or Taylor at 3636.
The Single SolicitationPlan, In
which management matches contributionsfrom employes, has ac-'
counted for its entire quota of
$32,500.Newest 100 percenter added to the list today i» Steketee-

A
Holland Reserves

Children and

Lose to South

Enjoy Halloween Party

are

Cross are combined this year
a situation which boosts the budget and unless people make proper
provision for what they normally
give in the separatedrives, the
greater figure would be met only

stone children.The pumpkin family, crocodile,

the Dutch Boy Baking

still

not aware that campaign* tor
Community Chest and the Red

Grownups

Holland High's reserve football
they shook her hand.
"Three Men in a Tub" walked
(Special)
Mrs.
Immediately
after adjournment team played improved football off with first honors in the costume
Maggie Velderman, 66, wife of
Mrs. Gerald Vanderbeek took Mrs. over several previous outings this parade at the annual Junior Chamdents the children would call. normal, Holland chalked up the Henry Velderman, 2849 North
inomas out of the courtroom fall but costly fumbles cost the ber of Commerce J sponsored Mail
State St., Zeeland, died unexpectTeachers explained what the monmonth of October as one of the edly Friday afternoon following a through a side door and they slip- Dutch a 20-2 setback at the hands Halloween party Wednesday night
ey would be used for and told
ped out a side entrance out of the of unbeaten Grand Rapids South in the Civic Center. Linda. Scottie
them that the cost of an ice cream most beautiful Octobersin many, heart attack.
Saturday at Riverview Park.
and Nola Freestone, children of
She was the daughter of the late court house and Lack to the Otcone will protect 10 Chilean chil- many years.
The Dutch fumbled five times Mr. and Mrs Mar/in Freestone, In Traffic
dren from tuberculosis and the But while the populace basked Mr. and Mrs. Peter Meeuwsen of tawa County jail.
Her father and sister immediate- and lost the ball four times deep paraded in tneir tub around the
price of a soft drink buys 10 bowls in beautiful sunshine for almost Zeeland township. She was a member of the North Street Christian ly joined her along wdth several in South territory to stop any auditorium and delighted the audiGRAND HAVEN (Special)
wit*,
of rice in India.
touchdown plans.
the entire month, the rainfallor Reformed Church.
other visitors.
Robert P. Avery, 21, Grand Haven J11® 57 firm* afflllated SSP
ence of 2,000 persons.
The little collectors brought their
South scored its touchdowns on
Officials said that Mrs. Thomas
...
She is survived by her husband,
Costumes
outstanding was bound over to Circuit
cartons back to school Wednesday lack of it was becoming a more
passes of 15, 34 and 32 yards. One
upon examinationin Grand HavFurniture O) . Inc., Bobo
where Mrs. James Watt and other and more serious issue. Total rain- one daughter, Mrs. John Berens slept soundly Thursday night for touchdown was scored in the fir^t among the 250 children and several
en Municipal Court Wednesday I Alujnhium and Brauta^ Bradtrips around the floor were needPTA workers counted the coins. fall for the month amounted to on- of Hudsonville;four sons, John the first time in many days.
quarter and two in the second ed by the judges to assist in mak- afternoon. Avery was originally^ord
The UNICEF program started ly a half inch, or 2.51 inches under H. of Middleville,Peter and Marperiod.
vin of Zeeland, Comie of Hudsoning a choice. Thirty entries were
in Philadelphia in 1951 when the
Holland'sJan Nienhuis tackled selected and the 30 were whittled
Rev. Clyde Allison collected $18 normal, according to Weather Ob- ville; one sister, Mrs. Gerrit Van
a South back in the end zone for. down to 15 for final judging.
server Charles Steketee. The Sep- Den Bosch of Zeeland; four brothin a doorbell campaign.
the Dutch safety in the third pertember rainfall was only .52 inch, ers, John Meeusen of Jenison,
In additionto the Freestone chilMrs. Jeannette Frltsche, deputy
or 3.44 inches below normal.
iod.
Dan, Gerrit and Lewis Meeuwsen
DoQneUy
dren, other winners were Larry be dismissed and bound Avery over J* ***
director of UNICEF’s committeee
Holland completed eight out of and Ross Lamb, crocodile and on negligent homicide
Lowest temperature of the month of Zeeland; one sister • in - law,
,
w
in the United States, said the orIn
was 28 degrees recordedon Oct. Mrs. Josephine Meeuwsen of Zee12 passes for 70 yards while the
Capt. Hook, second; Merry. Billy,
ganization expected to collect
Baking Co„
10. A few days later warm weath- land ; 21 grandchildren.
Trojans completed four out of Margo and Melissa Hakken,
about $520,000this year.
er returned with temperatures unFlr*t National Bank, Five Star
seven for 91 yards. Rushing,the pumpkin family, third; Jack
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Lumb«r 0°’. H. L Friedlen and
der 40 only three times.
Halloween vandalism in Grand Dutch picked up 135 yards and Looman, corn stalk, fourth and
Maximum was 82 degrees, comwhSh OP*. H. J. Heinz Co., Hekman
Haven area caused damage run- South 119. Holland had 205 yards Susan Miles, Pluto and doghouse,
pared with 78 in 1955, 78 in 1954,
Oct Ruik 00 Hotod <*** tnd Chemning into several hundredsof dol- total and South 210. Each team fifth. The five were major winners.
85 in 1953 and 78 in 1952. Minimum
had 10 first downs.
lars Wednesday night.
Other winners were Gretchen and
was 28, compared with 33 in 1955,
Evening Sentinel, Holland
In the new Woodlawn subdivi- Nienhuis and Russ Prins looked Jill Scholten, Denise * Rediger,
Ave. and Leonard Road, wht*J I BroadcastingCo., Holland Cotton
26 in 1954, 31 in 1953 and 24 in
sion off Grand Ave, not far from best defensively for Holland while Cheryl Oosterbaan,Axel Vander Ronald Commegga, 17.- year
uniiAnii Furniture
1952. Average maximum was 70.1
At G.E.
the oval a fire hydrant was Jim Van Piitton did a good job Wilt, Richard, Charles and Jack son of the Rev. and Mrs. Albert Product*Co" Holland
degrees;-eompared with 65.7 in
turned on and apparently ran for at quarterbackand Bob Visschers Vander Broek, Barbara Kleis and
1955, 62.2 in 1954, 68.4 in 1953 and
'VM Hart and Cooley Corp., Holland
Halloween passed quietlyin Hol- hours before it was discovered stood out with his punting and Karla Otting,Barbara Van TatenAdditional increases of approx58 in 1952. Average temperature land Wednesdaynight with little The water undermined the black- work at center.
At
inc
thp driver nf . ... Ready Roofing, Holland Racine
imately % of 1 percent in pay will
hove, Lane Miller, Sandy Dykema
was 58.2 compared with 55.6 in
I AnahL J? rvfn«M
Shoe Co., Holland Hitch Co.. Hoitop road leading to the subdivision
be made for General Electric 1955, 53.4 in 1954, 56.2 in 1953 and destruction reported.
and Nicky Tanis.
The
police
report
lists a bale of which has only a few homes.
Haven* which
Company employes affected by 48 in 1952.
Judges for the costume parade 0(
the automatic cost-of-living “escal- Precipitationwas .50 inch, com- hay burning at Pine and North Damage was estimated at $300 to
were Mrs. Chandler Oakes, Rich- wilh the heavy car driven by
.^“ .ce
Sure
ator" provisions,resultingin a to- pared with 4.50 inches in 1955, 9.60 River Aves., barricadewarning $400.
ard Wilson and Mrs. Veme Hohl. Cammenga. Accordingto the testl- ^Y T MHrhine ol
Sii
lanterns misplaced, one fire A plate glass window in Multal cost-of-living adjustment of apRoy DeBolt was chairman of the mony. Avery admitted to state PO*
inches in 1954, 1.66 inches in 1953
hydrant turned on and one small der's Drug Store on the main
proximately percent
parade.
lice, that he failed to observe a
r-n
and .82 inch in 1952. Precipitation
Employes whose pay is auto- fell on eight days, compared with pig found near River Ave. and street was cracked.
Prizes in the window painting
Will
Aid
The James Hatfield home on
matically adjusted will receive 14 days in 1955, 19 days’ in 1954, Eighth St.
contest, judged by Mrs. Roy DeBolt
f u'h rimmJSi
P^Duvit Co., J. C. Penney
Two alarms were turned in. One Lakeshore Dr. just south of the
this increase as a result of a fur- nine days in 1953 and eight days
and Mrs. Donn Lindeman, were
BATTLE
CREEK
(Special)
00 •> Peoples State Bank, Edwin
at 15th St. and Washington Ave., city received more than its share
ther rise in the Consumer Price in 1952.
Carole Piers, first; Phyllis Ver
mm Aa r-ranri
Co., Inc., Sears - Roebuck
at 10 p.m. was the result of a leaf of damage. Two bird coops, a bird Saad Abdou, Egyptian journalist
Index issued by the government.
Hoef and Brenda Hamelink, sec- from
Grand Rapids hosp tal this t Sto
S11 h
Fun*.
Greatest precipitation in a 24who.
worked
for
the
Sentinel
during
The government’sIndex for Sep- hour period was .34 inch, com- fire while a false alarm was pulled bath and aluminum clothes line
ond;
Ruth
Ann
Van
Dyke
and
the summer, said today he has n )t
tember, issued Oct. 25 was at 117.1, pared with one inch in 1955, 3.66 shortly before 12:30 a.m. at 12th and posts were destroyed. Molasbeen contacted by his government Betsey Ardsma, third; Mary Lou
ses was poured on both front and
as compared to the September, inches in 1954, .53 inch in 1953 and St and Maple Ave.
Wierda, (purth; Mary Dobbcn and
Ottawa County deputies reported back porches of the newly built and that he is sure the United Judy Van Eerden, fifth; Benito
1955 Index level of 114.9 against .23 inch in 1952.
States will come to Egypt’s aid in
and Mergener, along with 1 Steltetee- va^JUU^WUt and
which General Electric cost-of-liv- In 1954, October had 9.8 inches dozens of fires were set through- home. Molasses also was poured
Ariski and Randy Comstock, sixth
out the southern half of the coun- on the combination aluminum the present Middle East crisis.
ing adjustments are c o m p u t e d of snow and in 1952 4H inches.
and Axel Vander Wilt, seventh.
But
he
added
that
President
ty but no real damage resulted.
quarterly and provide for about a
doors.
Art Van Dyke was chairman.
thrown out of their r«P«cUve Welten; M,c^lne Tool Wortai We^
Eisenhower's promise that t h e
Police said it was one of the
of 1 percent pay increase for
The front of the concession at
Mrs. Paul DeKok and Mrs. Bob
U.S.
would
not
become
involved
in
calmest Halloween nights they the state park was covered with
each full % of 1 percent increase
Zigler judged the Jack-O-I intern * Avery is a private In the Marine
Co- Wlre Fraillct,
Middle East fighting,made Wedcould remember.
in the Consumer Price Index.
L0'
black paint.
contest and awarded prizes to
Car
nesday
evening
in
a
nationwide
Many residentswere startled At the KatherineHeadley home
The rates of salaried employes,
Nancy Jean Gebben, first; Dale
this morning when they glanced at 1103 Franklin St., several televisionaddress, would probably Garvelink,second; Steven Stekewhose compensationis handled on
at the Tower Clock at River Ave. pickets were knocked out of a “delay” American aid to a point tee, third; Barbara Schutt, fourth; Five Turkish Educators
an entirely individual basis, are
Juvenile
and Eighth St. and saw a dummy fence when culprits heaved a used where many lives had already been Judy Westerhof,fifth and Carol
adjusted from time to time to
Honored at Tea by ME
lost.
hanging
by
a
long
rope.
reflect appropriateconsideration
Osterink, sixth. Warren Veurink
refrigerator into the back yard,
ZEELAND (Special) - An 18- The dummy was suspended by landing in a rock garden. A hot He said Egypt believes in the was Jaycee chairman for the con- Members of Holland Districtof
of individualmerit, cost of living,
principles of the United Nations,
and other market trends, and year-old Holland youth is sched- the rope from the roof and was water heater was also thrown intest.
the MEA entertained Wednesday After
but the Anglo-Frenchveto of U.S.
would not automatically be affect- uled to be arraigned this afternoon still swaying near the clock's east side the fence and a burning rag
Following awarding of prizes afternoon five Turkish educators
AmbassadorHenry Cabot Lodge
side at 1 p.m. today.
ed by cost-of-living “escalator”
with flames shooting to the ceil- Jr.'s proposal that all fightingbe a marksmanship and gun safety who are visiting Holland Public GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A
on
charges
of reckless driving and
arrangements.
ing was thrown on the front ordered stopped would postpone program was presented by Lt. Schools and Hope College this 16-year-old Juvenile who will be
An important feature of the Gen- driving while his license was re- WiUiam Ten Brinke, 74,
porch. Neighbors immediatelynohelp from the world unit until I>ester Kuykendahl,Michigan State week at a tea at Washington 17 next month led state troopers
eral Electric “escalator" arrange- voked after his car crashed into
Police. Movies of cartoons and a
tified Mrs. Headiey and little or
on a wild 110 - mile - an - hour
"everything has been destroyed."
ments is that ghould the cost-of- the Christian School on Lindy St. Dies After Long Illness
new safety film. “Jimminy Crick- The Turkish educators include chase in a stolen car at 3:45 a.m.
no damage resulted.
He would not predict whether
Zeeland Wednesday night, inliving subsequently drop, only the
ets," was shown. Children re- Turhan Orguzkan, interpreterand today and was apprehended only
Russia would offer aid to Egypt,
William Ten Brinke, 74, of 33
extra pay resultingfrom this and uring himself and four passenceived suckers as they left, esti- teacher. Cemal Alpman, board of when he turned onto a deadend
but
said
“every
country
concerned
West 21st St., died Wednesday
subsequentindex increases may gers.
education member; Ferit Soner, road off US-lfi.
with the preservation of world mated at 1,400.
Howard Eugene Pigeon, 95 evening at his home following an
be affected.
Del Huisingh was general chair- director of general education; Troopers Robert Berghuis and
peace
will
help."
He
said
his
counFor example, under the five-year Burke Ave., was lodged in the extendedillness.
man of the party, assisted by the Osman HorasanJi, chairman of Jorgen Klefstad became suspicious
try “does not care for Russian
He was bom in the Netherlands
agreements made last year with Holland jail last night and today
Jaycees.
board of inspectors and T a r ik when they saw the youth driving
help, but in an emergencywe
more than 90 unions, another in- while awaiting the outcome of the in 1882 and had lived in Holland
Asal, director general, secondary a 1966 car near CoopersviUeon
may
have
to
accept
help
from
any
crease of 3 percent was effective accident. Zeeland police said he fbr the past 50 years. He was emZEELAND (Special)— About 350
US-16. When the youth saw the
nation.”
Sept 15, 1956. These guaranteed was speeding down-Lindy St. with ployed by the Holland City Street
children were kept amused at the
Miss Vida Harper, president of cruiser, accelerated his speed
Personally,
he
said
he
had
not
annual increases are s e p a r a t e his lights off at 9:30 p.m. when he Department for 40 years and reCHICAGO — High school seniors
annual Halloween party for Zeeland the te a c h e r s club, and Miss up to 110 miles through the village
from and not affected by cost-of- went over the curb and hit the tired 10 years ago because of ill and graduates have until Nov. 17 been ordered home, but would like children sponsored by the Lions Beraice Bishop, principal of Jun- 0f CoopersviUe.At Leonard Rd.
health. He was a member of to apply for the Navy's Reserve to return “to show my people that Club in the high school gym. Dr. ior High School, introducedthe both cars swung around on slippery
school 61 feet away.
living escalator changes.
they have real friends in the United
Injured were: Marilyn Harris. Berean Church.
Officer Training Corps, Adm.
Gordon Deur was chairman.
guests. Miss AdelaideDykhuizen pavements and the chase continued
Survivorsinclude three nieces, James A. Holloway,Jr., chief of States."
14, of 208Va East Eighth St., head
Costumes were judged in two and Miss Shirley Ind were in in the opposite direction,
“The
people
they
w\nt
there
now
Ladies Athletic Club
and body lacerations;Bert Dal- Miss Gertrude Ten Brinke and Naval Personnel, said today.
divisions,handmade and purchas- charge of arrangements. Mrs. The youthful driver turned off
are soldiers,"he said," and I am
hous, 66, College Ave. and Seventh Mrs. Stover Bol of Holland and
Applicants will, take the nationed. In the first, handmade group, Frank Brieve and Miss Gladys a block short of a roadblock only
Has Halloween Party
over
draft
age
and
have
had
no
Mrs.
Abraham
Van
Dop
of
Spring
St., scalp abrasions;William
wide competitive examination Dec.
winners were Nancy Yntema. Mary Wiskamp
to find himself on a deadend road
military experience."
The annual Halloween party of Guilford, 19, of 523 136th Ave., Lake; three nephews,William Ten 8 as the first step toward appoint- Abdou Is a student at the Uni- Beth Elenbaas, Kristi Den Herder, Mr. Orguzkan, interpreterfor and was overtakenby the troopBrinke
and
Gerrit
,
^eq
Brinke,
fractured jaw and facial lacerament as midshipman.
Scotty Piers, Sally Jo Wjmgarden, the group, spoke briefly regardingers. The car, owned by Paul Kosch,
the Ladies Athletic Club held WedThe NROTC program makes it versity of. Michigan now training Wilma Ruth South. Karen and the purposes of the groups’ visit route 1, Grand Haven, had been
nesday night in Junior High tiohs; John Fritz, 15. of 155 James both of Holland and Joe Ten Brinke
on Michigan newspapers under
School gym featured . a potluck St., head lacerations.Pigeon suf- of GrandviUeand a niece and three possible for a young man to earn grants from the University and the Rodney Frens, Joyce Miyanota, to American schools and thanked Utolen sometime after midnight
nephews
living in the Netherlands. a commissionwhile studying at the
fered body bruises.
Kathy Newman, Janie Bosma, Holland schools for the friendly and the owner was not aware it
stepper in charge of Mrs. R. Van
Funeral services will be held civilian collegeof his choice which MichiganPress Club.
All were taken to Zeeland ComGregory’ Sears, Mary Dykhouse,
| was missing until informed by poOss, Mrs. I. De Free and Mrs. J.
munity Hospital except Guilford, Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Dykstra has an NROTC unit.
Carol Nyenbrink, Russell DeJonge,
lice.
Funeral Chapel with the Rev.
All tuition, fees and books are Muskegon Man Injured
Carney Plasma.
Games were arranged by Mrs. who is in “good” condition at HolSummer
Resident Dies
land Hospital.
Roscoe Kent officiating. Burial will furnished by the Navy, and the
Sue Mary Achterhof, Nancy
W. Vandenberge,’ Mrs. E. , Van
Circuit Judge Takes
Damage to Pigeon’s car was be in Pilgrim 4Iome Cemetery. student receives an annual retainer In Accident on US-31
Newman, Bobby Karsten,John At Home in Cicero
Dyke, and Mrs. R. TXimmel.Prize
estimated by Zeeland police at Friends and' relatives may meet of $600 for four years. During sumKraak
and Kit Karsten won the
for the best costume went to Mrs.
John Lindemulder,whose sum- Case Under Advisement
$500.
the family at the Dykstra Chapel mers the student goes on training A Muskegon man escaped with prizes for purchased costumes.
H. Kammeraad and for the funminor
injuries
Saturday
mornihg
mer home is at route 4, Holland,
Friday from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m. cruises. After completing the fourJudges were Mrs. Cleo Huizenga,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
niest to Mrs. J. Klomparens.
when his car swerved off US-31
the
year college course, he is comMrs. Kenneth DeJonge and M r s. dirt Friday at hi. home in Cicero,
The group was divided for a Mrs. Boss to Receive
bypass at the highway intersecmissioned
in
the
regular
Navy
or
Gordon Deur.
Ottawa Circuit Court were comscavenger hunt after which other
Kiwanis Queens Hear
tion south of Holland.
Tuesday
Marine Corps and goes on active
Motion pictureswere shown and _.He, * “JT^ed by his wife, . t d
games were played In the gym. Plaque at Meeting
John
Lee
Nicholas, 28, MuskeEUaabeth;
the
tollmvmg
chtldren.
P
brought by
Talk
by
Jtfrr.
Brouwer
all
the
children
recived
crackerjack
duty.
The annual membership drive Mrs. Eileen Boss of Holland who
gon, received head and shoulder
Mr. and Mrs. Van Dyken
at* raid IT
Application forms are available
as a treat.
has begun and unmarried women was named Michigan's Rural
Mrs. Maurice Brouwer, local In- at all high schools,colleges, Navy lacerations plus a ticket for reckGrand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs.
.if «( Tiketo^ towi^hlS
21 years or older and married woless driving from Allegan County
Teacher of the Year, an honor con- terior decorator, spoke and disK»y, Mr and Mrs Hjro.d Underecfulting stations or from the
of any age are eligible to join.
deputy Andy Vender VHet.
Man Hospitalized
ferred. by Prairie Farmers-WLS of played various fabrics at the
mulder, and Mr and Mrs. Bernard
^udgnlent
«.
chief of Naval Personnel,WashingMrs. M. Stahil is president and Chicago, will receive the plaque at
I Deputies said Nicholas told them
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Lindemulder, all of Cicero. t , ceed $1,200 plus the i»mi
Kiwanis Queens meeting Tuesday ton 25, D. C.
legal
rate
of
Mrs. Rookus is the instructor.
he was driving southweston the Didymus Williams, 25, of 301 El- grandchildren and one great- 1 interest. Judge Raymond L. Smith
a public meeting at North Holland evening at the residence of Mrs.
Meetings are held every Wedbypass and failed to notice the liot St, Grand Haven, was admit- grandchild.
School Friday at 8 p.m.
Daniel Vander Werf, Jr.
has taken the matter under advisenesday from 7:30 to 9:15 p.m. at
flashing red lights and the stop ted to MunicipalHospital shortly
Presentation will be made by
The forthcoming hospital drive Hearing Date Set
ment.
Junior High gym. Anyone intersign where it meets US-31.
before 8 a.m. Tuesday suffering
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Paul C. Johnson, editor of Prairie for additionalfunds was explained
In his declaration Raphael
School
Tonight
ested is welcome to atteiri^the
Nicholas
said
he
went
through
from
an
overdose
of
sleeping
pills.
Hearing
on
the
petition
of
Floyd
Farmer-WLS. A program has been by Mrs. Willard Wicher*.
claimed that at the request of de-N
regular meeting.
A
school
for
election
workers
arranged through the cooperation Plans were made to provide food Nelson Eisen, seeking restoration the stop, across the highway and Hospital authorities report his conwill be conducted by City Clerk fendant he loaned. the latter cer»
of the Mothers Club. Parent- and clothing for some needy fam- of his driver's license, has been started into the open field, before dition satisfactory.
Clarence Grevengoed at 7:45 p.m. tain sums of money
he
realized
what
was
happening.
set for 11:30 a.m. Nov. 9. Eisen, a
Teachers Chib and the School ily at Christmas time. '
Fish Biting
tonight in the lower lobby it City Dishrow agreed to repay on
The
Holland
Hairdressers
AssoHostesses for the evening were truck driver, alleges his license He said he dove into the back seat
Fishing today on the Lake Maca Board.
ciation was entertained Wednes- Hall. To date, the city clerk has mand but has refused to.
as
the
car
rolled
over
several
was
revoked
Sept.
27
by
a
repretawa docks was reported “good” Mrs. Boss who has taken a lead- Mrs. Harold Costing and Mrs
day evening at the shop of Peggy lined sp 48 workers in the nine loans totaling$780 a
sentative of the divisionof driver times.
today. Mid-morningobservers said ing part in rural affairs, has Charles Stewart.
Die November meetingAwill be and vehicle service of the De- Deputiessaid the ’52 model car White in Muskegon. Miss White precincts.All workers hive been
the fish are “biting,real good taught at the North Holland School
notified by letter.
illustratedtwoVw hair styles.
was demolished.
at the home of Mrs. John f lewes portment of State.
and many were “getting limits. for eight year*.
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ADDITION—Here's •

sketch of the Apple Avenue
School showing both the present school and the
addition that was approved by district voters
this week. The estimated 1110,000 addition to the
school will include three classrooms with one to

TREATMENT AT THE

Muskegon Area Child Guidance Clinic is
accomplished' through following up the child’s natural interests
and establishingclose friendships. The clinic is one of 17 such
clinics in Michigan established for diagnosis and treatmentof
emotionally disturbed children. It has a branch office in Grand
Haven and Holland. The guidance clinic is one of the many
agencies under the Holland Community Chest.

Muskegon Area Child Guidance
—

BIG BUSINESS
Getting this 126-foot, 22ton length of pipe from the shore across the
Black River was a job for a pair of cranes and
many workers Thursday. The business took
about four hours and required one crane on the
bank and another on a floating barge. The
operators themselves had the toughest job, os
the far machine neared the water's edge and
the floating crane caused the barge to rock

when the huge pipe was

lifted. Another
"smaller" section
only 94 feet long and
weighing a mere 16 to 18 tons, will conclude
the overhead pipeline and will be swung over
the water in the same way. Sidewalk engineers
were prominent along the bridge on North
River Ave. and even resident engineer Ralph
Taylor had his camera along to get some

Clinic

—

pictures.

Has Branch

in

but about one - third of the service is given to Ottawa County.
The clinic is one of 17 child guidance clinics in the State of Mich-

(Sentinel photo)

9

Times

44 Give Blood
At Donor Clinic

and treatment of emotionally disForty-four persons donated blood
turbed children up to the age of
at a regular donor clinic Monday
18. The clinic was first opened in
in Red Cross headquarters at 6
th» summer of 1942 and at that
East Eighth St. The local program
time the professionalstaff consistprovides blood for the H o 1 a n d
ed of a psychiatrist,a psychiatric
Community Blood Bank which opsocial worker and a psychologist.
erates out of Holland Hospital.
Until February, 1955, the only
Donors were Bernard A.
clinic office was in Muskegon and
Dykema, Allyn Arendsen, Robert
in order to obtain service, the Ot1

To Run Over
Dutch Chalk

602

Total

Up

Yards

Olivet, 59-6

er from Rupp to end Dyke Rottschaffer.
Hope’s defensive line stood out
throughout, holding the Comets to
net minus 11 yards rushing. The
only quarter Olivet had any yardage was in the fourth, when they
picked up 22-yards. But in the

enrollment.

resumption of business— and foot- ,tained at a pheasant dinner last
Sunday, honoring the birthday anball— and politics.
Boomerang: A device that comes niversaryof the latter’sfather,
back to strike the thrower— like a John Haakma. Present to enjoy
the event were Mr. and Mrs. HaakAn Oak Park, • HI., man last campaign lie.
week visited Holland just to see Political speech: A current lead- ma and daughters, Carla and Salhow the local "berg” compares ing form of carelessness with the ly, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kooiker and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Depema of
with the many clippings and de- truth.
Kalamazoo.
scriptionshe has received from
Nancy Strunk was In Holland
his "pen pal” in The Netherlands.
Hospital for a day last week, for
L. A. Schaffhauier of Oak Park
a nasal operation. Mrs. Henry
started to correspondsome time
The annual fall paper drive by Klein who has been ill for sevago with a Jan J. Berends who the Hamilton Boy Scout Troop is
eral weeks is at present staying
lives in Amersfort, The Netherscheduled for November 1. The with her daughter’s family in Hollands. Berends was interested In troop committee assists the boys
land at 1 West 17th St.
information about Chicago. Schaff- in this drive and information may
Mrs. Ben Lehman returned to
hauser took the request and flood be obtained by callingAed Billet
ed Berends with pictures,articles or any merqber of the committee. her home last week Wednesday
and other data about the Windy They have requestedthat maga- from Holland Hospital in an improved condition. She was there
City. He even sent a copy of the zines and newspapers be tied or
for ten days.
77th anniversary e d i t i o n of the boxed in separate bundles. ProOak Park weekly paper, ”Oak ceeds are used for operating the Mr. and Mrs. Donald Stehower
announce the birth of a daughter
Leaves."
scout activities.
Phyllis,last Saturday at the HolSchaffhauser, a retired railroad
The past Sunday was observed land Hospital.
clerk, enjoyed his visit to Holland as Laymen’s Sunday at the local
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Elenbaas
and is going to convey his impres- Reformed Church and the servwere
in Canada recently to visit
sions to Berends.
ice, aside from the sermon was the Rev. and Mrs. J. S. Ter Louw

Byrne, Claude Kuiper, James
conducted by five members of the
tawa County people traveledto Palmer, GertrudeWltteveen, FlorThe president of the Eli Lilly Men’s Brotherhood,John Henry
Muskegon. This was a hardship
ence Hall, Carl A. Buurma, Henry Co., pharmaceutical firm in Albers, Harold Prink, Harlan Jurfor some and it was in February,
Tubergen, Girard D e R i d d e r, Indianapolis,Ind., is mighty proud ries, John Grissen and Harvey
1955, that a clinic office was openEvlyne Beyer, Fred Davis, Robert of his five-ton sailboat "De Halve Koop. The Girl’s Choir furnished
ed in Grand Haven and also in HolSloothaak, Barbara Smith, Dick Maen" which was built in Amster- the special music and Rev. N.
land. The requests for service are
Van Heukelom used as his sermon
Brandt, M a r c e i 1 Rice, John dam.
still received in the Muskegon ofThe Half Moon, English transla- topic, "As Good Stewards”. The
Bronkema, Harlan Jurries, Bernfice at 1071 Pine St. The requests
ard Bouwman, Joe Rademaker, tion of the name, is owned by Ell rite of Holy Baptism was admin-

FonrArraiped
In

remain Unfinished, an all-purpose room, and a
tornado shelter constructed below one of the
classrooms. The present building,constructed in
1953, is bulging at the seams because of increased

Hamilton

The Muskegon Area Child Guidance Clinic serves six counties

igan established for the diagnosis

Hope Gridders Score

Holland

1, 1956

Hubcap Case

and their church at Guelph. Die
local Church has a unit of support
in Rev. and Mrs. Ter Louw. He
is a former pastor of the local
Reformed Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Strain of
Des Moines, Iowa were visitors ol
the Rev. and Mrs. N. Van Heukelom, who served their parish in

for service of the clinic have steadMrs. Florence Van Huizen, George Lilly, and is constructed of o n e- istered to one infant, Dale, son of that city for a time.
other three periods the Comets GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Uy increased. At the present time Botsis.
inch oak. Lilly’s craft has a main Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van Doornik,
Mrs. Marvin Kaper was hostess
had negative 16, minus five and Four youths were arraigned Thurs the staff positions include the diBy the margin of a conversion, minus 12.
day afternoon before Associate rector and four other psychiatric John E. Russell, Dorothy Bush, sail and a jib sail, a nine -foot Jr. The topic for discussion in the for the October meeting of the
Hope College missed turning in a
The Dutch will play at Albion Municipal Judge Edward P. Kirby social workers, two psychologists Jolbert Van Kampen, Carl Clark, beam and a 25-foot mast. When the Christian Endeavor Services was Music Hour Club at the home ol
Gerald Clark, Jim Tate, William outriggers (the board) are down, "Youth Ready for World Tasks.” her parents last Monday evening,
legendary point • a minute game next Saturday afternoon. The Bri- on charges involving thefts of hub- and a consulting psychiatrist.
Kruithoff, Kenneth Arendsen, the boat draws about three and Leaders in Young Peoples C. E. with Mrs. Dale Maatman and Mrs.
Saturday night as they routed tons defeated Alma, 14-13 last Sat- caps over a period of a week. or
The children brought to the clinone-half feet of water.
were Darlene Smidt and Marlene Kenneth Heuvelman assisting.
Olivet 5W>, in an MIAA game, be- urday.
ten days. A fifth youth will be ar- ic may show their disturbance Leonard Tubergen, Maynard
Lilly sails it on Lake Wawasee, Joostbems. At t he Senior High
Batjes, Robert Dykstra, Mrs. Rayfore 1,500 chilled fans at RiverHelping in the yardage derby raigned later.
M rs. George Lampen presided and
through nervous habits, fidgeting,
according to a layout in the Roto service, Floyd Kempkers, discusview Park.
were Kuyers with 48-yards in five
conducted the business session.
William Henry Van Dop, 17, and blinking, n.\ 1 biting,bed wetting, mond Ryzenga, Tony Beyer, WilIt’s strictlya matter of choice carries, Watt (4-77), HendricksonTom M. Grimes. 18. Spring Lake, inabilityto concentrate or mem- liam Wierda, Simon K o n i n g, section of the Fort Wayne, Ind., sed the topic and Jean Kaper was Guest musiciansfor the program
in charge of devotions.The Junior were Talbot Carder, discussion
picking Hope's most successful (4-57) and Wetherbee (5-29). Don whose part involved taking more ory disturbance. Others may show Willard De Jonge, Harold Mich- News-Sentinel.
High group leaders were Palmer leader and pianist and Mrs. Stutype offense. Running almost at Schilling did best for the losers expensive hubcaps, each were their disturbance through person- merhuizen,John Brower, Harvey
Veen and Paul Veldhoff,with Mar-, art Werner, vocal soloist, both of
Wolters,
Don
Knoper,
Lester
BrowA
reader
brought
us
a
copy
of
with
12
yards
in
thre
carries.
Bill
cnarged with grand larceny. Both ality problemssuch as over - shywill, the Dutch took home a seaer, Jack Seidelman.
the "Rio Grande Valley News la Lugten serving as pianist.
Allegan. It was guest night and
son’s high of 509 yards rushing. Me Nally, the Comets top runner, waived examinationand will ap- ness, fearfulness, daydreaming,
Physicians on duty were Dr. Letter" published in McAllen, Mr. and Mrs. Myron Hoffman there were several present to enThey only tried four passes, one in was injured early in the game pear in Circuit Court at 11:30 a.m. suspicioqsness, chronic unhappihave returnedto Hamilton from joy the event with the regular
each quarter, but three were good and saw only limited action after Oct. 29. Van Dop furnished 5100 ness or frctfulncss. Sometimes Vern Boersma and Dr. H. P. Tex., the other day.
We quote a section: "Oil Week Fort Belvoir in Virginia where Club members.
for touchdowns. The combined to- that.
bond but Grimes was committed these children are defiant,hostile, Harms. Nurses were Mrs. R. A.
O to the county jail after being un- uncontrollable, run away from Boersma, Mrs. R. L. Schlecht, . .Attention was focused on Oil the former has completed his term
tal yardage reached 6L2 yards net,
6
Mrs. Oscar Hallquist,Mrs. James ProgressWeek, Oct. 8-13 as trib- of training and expect to make
obviously another season record. First Downs ..............
able to provide 5100 bond. The home, truant from school,lie. steal
Kiemel, Miss Elizabeth Sharp.
509 —11 Piiir was charged with taking four
ute was paid to the valley’smost their home in this area. Another
For Olivet, it was just a case of Yards Rushing
or indulge in sex misbehavior.
local serviceman who has return
class. The Comets rolled only Yards Passing ........... 93 82 expensivehubcaps valued at 547
There are still others whose Nurses aides were Mae Whitmer, ImportantIndustry, next to agriMrs. Lyda Vander Weide, Mrs. culture.The valley field of six ed home upon completionof his
Mrs. Willis Boss, principalin the
once, in the second period when Total Yardage ..... .....602 71 each.
symptoms are that of physical ill16
duties is John Joostbems, son of local school spent the last weekend
Rollie Wahl plunged across from Passes Attempted .........
William Eskew, Jr., 19, Spring ness but the physicians can find Dale Shearer. Gray Ladies were counties produces over 575 million
6
Maxine Potts, Elaine Kiekintveld, annually in oil and gas — above Mr. and Mrs. James Joostbems. in Chicago. She was awarded the
a yard out, climaxing a 56-yard Passes Completed ........
Lake, charged with simple larceny, no physical basis for the condition
0
Mrs. J. Veldhuis accompanied
Mildred Barense. In charge of the leases and onuses; annual paydrive which needed only eight Passes Intercepted ........
paid 525 fine and 55.50 costs. Wil- and believe that nervousnessor
trip for being chosen Michigan's
Fumbles .................
1
cahteen were Wilma Sas, Ihrma roll in the fields is about a million Mr. and Mrs. John Rigterink on
plays.
liam Roloff, 17, Grand Haven distuibance is the basis of their
Rural
Teacher of the Year. She
Fumbles
Recovered
.......
1
a
trip
to
Woodstock,
Canada
on
a
Besides being the brightestcomcharged with two seperate offen- stomach upsets, their headaches, Knapp, Lorraine Fendt. Historians dollars a year; oil and gas come
were Mrs. Fred Beeuwkes and from 157 fields or horizons in the motor trip to attend dedication appearedon the radio and will be
et, Wahl worked harder than any Punts .................4-105 9-316
ses of simple larceny, paid 525 asthmatic-like condition, spells or
on again Monday, Nov. 12 at 12:30
35
Lena Brummel. Rochelle De Vries district; under proration, daily services of a Reformed Church in
player in the game. He threw Penalties ............
fire and 55.50 costs on each. In siezure - like occurencesfind ocon the Dinnerbell program over
Officials:
Max
Johnson,
referee;
was Junior Red Cross aide.
three - quarters of the Comet
production is about 90,000 barrels. that area, in which the Overisel
one case he was ordered to make casionallyhysterical loss of voice,
stationWLS.
passes. P u n t.i n g six times, he Ken Schuman, umpire, Ken Otis,
"The
city of McAllen receives Church has a unit of support.
restitutionof 530 within 30 days. hearing,sight or the use of
The sixth, seventh and eighth
head
linesman,
Jay
Formsma,
Mrs.
Harold
Wesseling
remains
showed why he is the leading hoot596,000 in royaltieseach year from
member or the body.
grades are planninga jack-o-laner in the league. His half dozen field judge and Lee Klels, timer.
production under ita streets, parks in a critical condftion at Holland
tern contest for the week of HalAll usual methods to correct the
punts went for an aggregate 210
and public buildings.The valley is Hospital where she has been conloween. Entries may be made by
problem
have
failed with these
Hope
.........
14
14
24
7
yards, exactly twice as far as the
part of the reason the state of fined the past four weeks.
children.Most parents have tried
The Rev. Jack Van Dyken of Texas producedover a billion bar- Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Lamp- individual students or by groups.
four punts Hope was forced to use. Olivet ........ 0 6 0 0
The first PTA meeting was held
everything - punishment,controls Forest Grove was guest preachJack Faber, Zeeland sophomore
rels of crude last year. . just about en, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday.
The Rev. Stegenga
kindness,
rewards,
etc. - but the er on Sunday, Oct. 21, Miss Louise
Lineups
looked especiallygood in his new
half that of the entire United George Peters of Overisel motor- from Holland was speaker.
difficulty has continued. Many of De Kleine of Drenthe was guest
Hope
quarterbackrole. He passed for
ed
to
Benton
Harbor
last
week
Pots on
States. . and nearly twice as
Two primary room mothers, Mrs.
these parents have other children soloist at the evening service with
two touchdowns and a conversion. Ends — Menning, Hilmert, CoulThursday to visit with the Lampmuch as Soviet Russia.”
Wlersma and Mrs. Houting are
who
are
getting
along
fine.
They
Mrs.
John
De
Weerd
as
accomUsed as a halfback in 1955, he son, Rottschaffer, Bronson, Beuken’s children and grandchildren,
planning a get-together for the
'The Zeeland High School march- are asking for help from special- panist. The choir sang at the
tried quarterback last week at er, Essenberg.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall, Bruce and
Yes, the city will pick up leaves
mothers In the room’ and Miss
ing
band
made
its
first
appearists
in
this
field.
Without
correcmorning
service
"Help
Me
Sing
Tackles
—
Ter
Molen,
Peeler,
Hillsdale to fill in for the injured
Mary.
Naber. P s will be held Oct. 31 at
Zwemer, De Fouw, De Witt, G. ance of the season at Riverview ting the problem, these parents On”, and "Christ Alone Can Satis- at the curb, City EngineerLavem
Harry Voss.
The
Women's
Church
Guild
of
2:30 in the primary room.
Park between the halves of the can often visualize their child fy." A special offering was taken Serne tells many people who call
The first paydirt toss came with Peeien.
the Reformed Church entertained
Guards -- Cantos, Paarlberg, Hope - Olivet game Saturday growing up and spending time in a for the shortage In the "een- City Hall on the su b j e c t But their husbands at a cooperative Frank Kraal underwentan oper1:40 left in the first quarter. He
ation at the Holland Hospital Sunnight.
please,
no
garbage
or
other
debris.
prison or mental hospital, or at dract” program.
hit lanky Paul Wiegerink, who Harris, Waggoner, Van Swoll,
supper in the fellowshiprooms for day night.
Under the direction of Lee least making unhappy marriages The King’s Daughters met Mon- The leaf loader is designed to pick
caught the ball on the Olivet 11 Smits.
the October meeting. In charge of
Last Sunday Richard Vander
Brookstra, Lauten- Brouwer, the Chix put on an elec- unsatisfactory work relationships day at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Harold up only leaves— dry leaves,at that. devotions and program arrangeand raced in to make the score Centers
Voet, a student from the seminary,
tion show, which opened with a poor citizens, etc.
Ter Haar and Mrs. A1 Hop serv13-0. This was Hope’s first pass of bach, De Young.
ments were Mrs. Floyd Kaper,
Backs — Grissen, Vander Lind, block H for Hope. A large ’‘R’’
The clinics have realizedre- ing as co - hostesses.
Mrs. Marvin Van Tatenhove Mrs. Herman Nyhoff, Mrs. H. W. conducted both services here. Next
the game.
Classis
Workshop
was
held
on
was reading the Sentinel the other Tenpas and Miss Grace Brink. Sunday the guest minister will be
Faber also pitched 28 yards to Watt, Kuyers, Wetherbee, Rupp, and a large “D” represented the markable success in treatingthese
the Rev. ClarenceWerkema from
major political parties.A question children. In a study done within Tuesday at 7:45 p.m. at Hamilton day and mentioned to her family
Jerry Hendrickson,who took the Menzer, Faber.
Special music was contributed by Clifton. N.C.
Reformed
Church.
There
were
five
mark
was
the
best
the
band
could
Olivet
ball over his head in the end zone
the past two years by Mrs. Ruth
that Rocky Marciano was coming
Mrs. Donald Koops, Mrs. Kenneth
The first fall meeting of the
Ends — Troesch, Parker, Whit- do in predicting the Nov. 6 out- Van Duren, the Ottawa County class sessions. Dr. Mennenga to Holland.
fo” the TD that made the score
Branderhorst,Mrs. Lloyd Koops
come.
40-6. This heave came with nine comb, lauch, Boroski.
worker, fam'lies were contacted brought the closing meditation. "Is that a bulldog?”her five- and Mrs. Melvin Lubbers, who N .-th Holland Home Economics
be held Friday evening,
Tackles
Navarre, Delaney,
Mythical "Sen. Snort" took to whose children had been under Lunch was served* the regular year-old son, Calvin, asked.
minutes left and followed on the
sang several selections accompa- Nov. 2 at the home of Mrs. Henry
heels of co - captain Dave Kuyers’ Jewell, Scott, Gutowski.
a soap box to answer campaign treatmentin the clinic and treat- meeting.
“No, a boxer," she replied.
nied by Mrs. M. Ten Brink. Group Koops. The two leaders Mrs.
Our special offeringfor Missions
29-yard through the center touch- Guards
J. Richardson,Sil- questions.Those thinking about in- ment was completed five years
singing was led by Rev. N. Van Marvin Nienhuis and Mrs. H.
and
Benevolence
will
be
taken
on
down scamper which occurred one vers, Wilkens, Craig.
come tax abolition were called prior to the study. In 83.7 per
The Sentinelhas received a cen- Heukelom. A film strip was shown
Koops will present the lesson.
minute before.
Centers — Cobonic, Jones.
"Beautiful Dreamers.” Snort was cent of the cases, the problem had next Sunday, Oct. 28, at both serv- tennial edition of the Democratic
depicting the work of a young
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis,
ices.
Jim Menzer, who doesn’t get Backs — Newingham, Schade, asked if he would give his friends been solved and the readjustment
Messenger of Fremont, Ohio, a 56The 14th anniversaryRally of page issue In four sections with a missionaryby modem day meth- Mr. Chris Sas and Mrs. Ernest
a chance to play much until Mert Me Nally, Wahl, Diaz, Schilling, jobs if he were elected and an- had been continued to be satisfacods, with Henry Wassink in charge. Nash went to Ann Arbor last Satthe Children'sBible Hour is sched- wealth of historicaldata on SanVander Lind earns a rest, again Tucker, Robinson, D. Richardson, swered "Auld Lang Syne.” He con- tory.
The business session was in charge urd y to see the Michigan-Northuled
at
the
Civic
Auditorium
in
really went to town.
Schneider, Streetman.
cluded with "Rock-a-Bye Baby” The Board of Directors of the
dusky county. The second section of Mrs. John H. Albers, president western game.
Menzer, a freshman, raced
as the cause of crowded school Muskegon Area Child Guidance Grand Rapids Sunday, Nov. 4, front page contained congratula- of the group. Social hostesses were
with two meetings, one at 2 p.m.
around end for 23 yards in the secconditions.
Clinic is concerned over the intory messages from President Mrs. Justin Roelofs, Mrs. Harvey
Ideas for parties, banquets and
ond quarter and then added an- John William Katte
The band cast what It called creased requests for service which and the other at 4 p.m. The theme Eisenhower, Governor F r a n k J. Lugten, Mrs. Harry Jipping and
other types of get-togetherscan be
"Walk
in
the
Jght
as
He
Is
in
other in the third quarter with a Succumbs in Zeeland
"the largest vote on record by the clinic is receiving from the
Lausche, Sen. John W. Bricker,
Mrs. John Brink, Jr.
found in, books at the Holland
the Light.”
66-yard off tackle romp for the
stretching a ribbon "X” through people of the communities the
Sen. George Bender and CongressBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd man A. D. Baumhart, Jr. Particu- Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Top enter- Public Library.
eighth Hope touchdown.On eight
ZEELAND. (Special)
John a band formed box and conclud- clinic serves. Last year 619 famicarries. Menzer had 130 yards, for William Katte, 80, of 503 East
ed the snow with ’’America "the lies were given help with their Boss, a son, Brian Lee, on Oct. larly effectivewere reproductions
15, and to Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
an average*of better than 16 yards Lincoln Ave., died at Zeeland Beautiful.”
children. A total of 4.420 interof old mastheads and headlines
a carry.
Koeman, a son, Even Jay, on
Community Hospital Saturday. He
views were conducted.As there Oct. 18.
which shaped the history of the
Mert Vander Lind, in the race was taken to the hospital a month
are openings in the appointment
paper and the news of the day.
for the MIAA rushing leadership, ago following a fall in the base- Min Margaret Rookut, 80,
ReformationDay services are
schedule, service was offered
added 98 yards to his total Satur- ment when he fractured his hip.
scheduled at Hope Memorial Chafamilies who have made applica
Know where Phil Harringtonit
day and scored the first touch- Surviving are the wife, the for- Dies at Zeeland Hospital
pel on Oct. 30. Speaker will be
tion. At one time this year there
these days? He's % in Russia, no
down.
the Rev. Jerome De Jongh and the
mer Elizabeth Hyma; two daugh(Special)
Miss were 80 on the waiting list. About special music will be furnished by less, working on another photo asHe paced the Dutch in the first ters, Mrs. Lawrence (Alice)
one
third
of
these
were
waiting
signment for Look Magaxine.
quarter with some nice gains in- Heckathorne of Benton Harbor; Margaret Roolcus, 80, of 141 Main
the Golden Chain C. E. choir.
in Ottawa county, and it has not
He wrote his father, former
Ave.,
Zeeland
died
Saturday
morncluding the 16-yard end run with
Ronald B. (Marion) Fox
Mayor Harry Harrington,from
eight minutes gone in the first pt* Ann Arbor; seven grandchil- ing at Zeeland Community Hospi- been unusual for a family to have
Hotel Metropole in Moscow that he
to wait more than two months to HollancTi Cross-Country
period.
dren; one sister, Mrs. Timbh Pul tal after a lingering illness. She
expects to finish the assignment in
obtain
help. It is because of this
was
bom
near
Zeeland,
daughter
Ron Wetherbee.playing fullback of Zeeland.
Team
Finishes
Eighth
early November, and hopes to be
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Peter situation that th,» clinic is requestfor the first time, scored on a
Holland High’s cross - country home for Thanksgiving.
Rookus. She was a member of the ing an increase in the budget so
two-yard plunge early in the secHe wrote, "Greetingsfrom the
Free Methodist Church of Zeeland. that additional professionalser- team finished eighth in the 10ond quarter. The TD was set up Wiimer Sets Record
SECRETARY of STATE
team regional meet Saturday at land of the cold chiU and such.
Miss Rookus had been blind for vices may be obtained.
by 56-yard end run by. halfback Herb Widmer set another new
record for Hope College as he ran more than 60 years and had atThis year interviews have been Indian Trtils Country Club. Grand Our work progresses rather slowly
Jerry Hendrickson.
Paul Watt ran another end run, the four • mile American Legion tended the Lansing School for the conducted in the Holland office Rapids Catholic won the event but I should finish sometime in
this one tor 13-yards and the first Country Club course In 21:11 Sat- Blind. She made her home with 2,/4 days each week. During this with 50 points and Holland had 182 early November. My plans call
for a few days in Denmark, a few
second half Hope touchdown. It urday in Hope's 21-36 win over her sister, Miss Grace Rookus, time 59" families have been giv- points.
Olivet. Ron Den Uyl of Hope was who also is blind.
en service, 531 Interviews have The first Holland runner across days in Frankfurt,Germany, to
came with two minutes gone.
Surviving are the sister, Grace; been conducted. There have also was Milt Nleuwsma, who finish- visit a friend,and then a week or
Wetherbee came in for his sec- second, Caroll Bennink was third
ond touchdown with seven sec- and Harry Wristers fourth. John one brother James of Long Beach, been 22 speakingengagements in ed 19th. Other Holland finishers two in London and Ireland.
”1 have found the people here to
onds gone in the fourth period. Needham of Hope came in 11th Calif., two sisters - in - law, Mrs. the Holland area over this same were Dave Marls, 31st, Clayt Rice,
36th, Bill Pontious, 46th and John be most friendly and happy to enHe took a 10-yard toss over his and Andy Felix and Jack Hogen- John Rookus of Zeeland, Mrs. period of time.
George Rookus of Owosso; sever- The chairman of the Board of Fisher, 50th. Dave Wehrmeyer tertain an American.The young
from quarterback Ty dorn also competed.
PWtlt OF* OUK
al nieces and nephews.
Directors of the Muskegon Area and Ralph Lasswell were other people I have met are most charm
AiMerr#
kicked three extra points Are house plants your hobby?
Child Guidance Clinic is Dr. Otto Dutch runners.
ing and not easily fooled by anythe first three touchdowns. Tips About successfully growing The eagle - hawk is the world’s Van der Velde, of Holland. Russell A total of 70 runners competed thing."
Other two conversions were plants indoors can be obtained largest eagle. Its nest may be Welch, principalof Lincoln School, in the meet and the first IS finish•Ito
lw brarf to rawfe
Imm* if tfrwk«"4
on passes. One went to from gai'dening books at the Hol- eight feet in diamt(er and nearly is also a member of the Board ers and the top four teams quali- many extremes.
—Pol. Adv.
to Hendricksonand the oth- land Pt/lic Library.
as deep.
of Directors.
fied for the state meet.
Baseball: What now allows a
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Saugatuck

ASegan County

Young Mother

Brower-Roelofs Vows Exchanged

Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Edgcomb
will celebrate their 50th wedding

Charged With

Supervisors End

anniversarywith an open house Is
Sunday, Oct. 28 from 3 to 7 at
their home on Mason St.
Mrs. Beatrice Finch is spending Criminal
the week in Chicago the guest of
Mrs. Evelyn Heath, 19, of 175^4
Miss Jeanette McEldowney.
19S7 Budget Up Bit
East Fifth St„ demanded examinaOtto Taylor, who has been living
at Edmore, Mich., for the past tion when she was arraigned TuesFrom Previous Tear;
few years, has returned to Sauga- day before Municipal Judge
Sakries Argued
tuck and is living at his home on Cornelius vender Meulen on a
charge of criminal neglect of her
Holland St.
ALLEGAN (Special) - Allegan
The Bertolettlcottage on Park two children 2% and 1ft. She
county’s Board of Supervisors adDr. has been closed for this year. furnished 5300 bond to.- her apjourned their October session late
Mrs. Willis Bryan and son, Bil- pearanceOct. 30 at 1:30 p.m.
Friday afternoon after setting the
Ernest Walton. 20. of 311 West
ly, Mrs. George Erickson and Mrs.
1957 county budget at 5550,990.89,
Nellis Howlett spent last Thursday 14th St., was placed on probation
a slight increase over the current
in Whitehall, wit1- their cousin, for six months by Judge vander
budget.
Meulen Friday after he pleaded
Mrs. Ira J. Lyons.
The action camt at the end of
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Babcock of guilty earlier in the week to a
& long, three-weeksession which
Penn State, Pa., are visiting rela charge of contributingto the delinleft many members of the board
ti<res in Saugatuck and are pre- quency of a 14-year-oldgirl.
speakingout for proceduralreWilliam Manning, 46, Grand
paring to go to Florida for the
forms which would reduce the
winter. Mrs. Babcock, who was Rapids, paid fine and costs of
•length of their meetings.
badly crippled in an accident more 524.70 Friday after pleading guilty
Many agreed that committee
than a year ago, is showing im- to charges of throwing beer cans
work done in advance of meetings,
and glass on the street and driving
provement.
would speed up board sessions.
Ro> Fritchie-ofTraverse City with no valid operator's license.
The session was also marked by
has been a, guest in the Morgan
Others appearingwere Dorothy
arguments over salary increases
Edgcomb home this week anc en- Deters, of 172 West 30th St., speedfor county employes, a proposed
joyed meeting old Saugatuck ing 40 in 25, 515; Thomas De Vries,
51,500 appropriation to publicize
friends.
17, of 118 West 22nd St., speeding
the need for a new county hospi
Mr. and Mrs. Woolever have 35 in 25. 510: Gordon W. Brower,
tal and many other issues.
closed their home on Mason St. 18. of DO West Ninth St. speedOn the last day of the session
for the season.
ing 40 in 25, 515; Herman C. Kamthe board approved, with two exMr. and Mrs. George Wakefield meraad, of 87 West 35th St, speed
ceptions,a new social welfare dehave returned to their home in ing 40 in 30. 51C; Otto Erwin Conpartment salary schedule, set the
Chillicothe,Ohio, after spending rad, Fennville,stop sign, 57.
before the meeting. Mayor Robert Visscher
MRS. EDITH S. SAMPSON (center), who
wage of part-time deputy sheriffs
about six months at their cottage
Shirley June Webbert. of 110114
delivered the third annual Hawkinson memorial
gave the address of welcome at the public
at $1 per hour, the rate for meals
on Park Dr.
Paw Paw Dr., speeding 35 in 25,
meeting
and
the Rev. John 0. Hagans gave the
lecture in Hope Memorial Chapel Friday night,
at the county jail at 35 cents, auFred Kasparek has moved from 10; Gerald Jay Vermeulen, 19,
invocation. Music was provided by the Hope
is shown here with Hope President and Mrs. I. J.
thorized the chairman to name 10
his summer home to the cotta'ge route 6, speeding 42 in 30. 512;
Lubbers in their home on the campus just
College String Ensemble. (Sentinel photo)
delegates to the state convention
in the villagebelonging to George Jason Rutgers,24, of 35 Cherry
of the Board of Supervisors AssoN« wton.
St, speeding45 in 25, 520; Gene
Mr. ond Mrs. Alvin Brower
ciation in January, and approved
we want them to keep their sup- Mrs. Irene Penson and mother, Moore, of 142 South Maple, Zee(Penno-Sos photo
an expenditurefor a#new water
Mrs.
May,
have
closed
their
Mayplies flowing into Western Europe,
land, speeding 35 in 25, 515; ChesMiss
Isla Ann Roelofs and Al- semble In shrimp color and car
fountain for the third floor of the
our buffer against Communism. fair cottages on Lake St. and ter Krystiniak, of 133 West 16th vin Brower exchanged wedding ried a cascade bouquet of blu<
court house.
For instance, 66 oil wells in Saudi have gone to Zephyr, Fla., for the St.d, speeding 45 in 25, 520; Gene vows in Drenthe Christian Reform- carnations and ivy.
A resolutionwas approved favorArabia produce more oil than winter months.
Erwin Overbeek, route 6, speeding ed Church on Oct. 12. The Rev.
Bern Lehman assisted as bos
ing a thorough study of the entire
Last Sunday Mrs. Nellie How- 40 in 30. 510.
33,000 wells in our state of CaliJ J. Kenbeek performed the dou- man and ushers were Junior Mas
county tax structure, similar to
lett and Mrs. George Erickson enTerrene* Jay Hoffmeyer, 17, ble ring ceremony before an altar and LaVern Van Dyke. Dale Ve:
fornia. Western Europe can't surone made in Kalamazoo county.
Mrs. Edith S. Sampson, speak- Negro. In 1952 she said she found vive against aggressionwithout tertained at a birthday party hon- route 6, speeding 37 in 25, 512;
Primary aim of the study would ing in Holland Friday on "The that "Uncle Tom's Cabin" was a
onng all members of the Bryan suspended after traffic school; decorated with white gladioli, Meer sang "Through the Years’
and "God Gave Me You,” ac
ferns and candelabra.
be to find sources of income other Kind of World We Live. In" before best seller. Hence they were try- the help of the Middle East.
family who have birthdays during
She said the Soviet Government
Ennis Gonzales,20, of 296 West
Parents of the couple are Mr. companiedby Mrs. John De Ween
than property taxes and a personthe eighth annual conference of ing to win and influence her be- got its foot in the door in Egypt the six months from June through 13th St., assured clear distance,
and Mrs. Elmer Roelofs and Mr. at the organ.
al income tax was discussed.
Michigan Council for UNESCO, cause of her country’s discrimina- when the U. S. announced it would November. Honored guests were 517; suspended after traffic school;
For her daughter’s wedding
and Mrs. Lambert Brower. Both
The board not only suspended its
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willis
Bryan,
Mr.
said. "We talk of peace, but we tion policy.
not give economic aid to Egypt to
Ruth Ann Reus. 17, of 481 West families reside at route 3, Zee- Mrs. Roelofs chose a dress of or
own rules, but state laws as well,
and
Mrs.
Douglas
Bryan
and
But
the
Communists
did
not
do not live in a peaceful world—
build a dam. Once the Commun19th St., speeding 38 In 25, 513 land.
chid lace over taffeta with whiti
when it went into executive seswe are living in an era of frustra- know one thing, she said. They ists get a foot in the door, they George Erickson. Another brother. suspended after traffic school;
accessories. She wore a corsage
Given
in
marriage
by
her
father,
sion, behind locked doors Thurstion.” She said two-thirds of the did not know that the American never take it out. The whole fu- Hallie Bryan was unable to be l^eslie N. Woltman, of 11W Lakeday. to hash over the subject of
the bride wore a floor - length of orchid pompons. The groom’i
present.
world’s population is yellow, brown Negro loves freedom and loves his ture of America is at stake in the
view, speeding38 in 25, 513 sus- gown of nylon tulle and chantlDy mother selected a blue dress wit]
salary increases for county officers
Wednesday afternoon13 mem- pended after traffic school.
and black, struggling against sub- country. In the day when Com- Middle East and Africa, she
and their employees.
lace ove» taffeta. The slender bo- pink accessories and a coraage o
bers of the MethodistYouth Felmunism was strongest in America, concluded.
They allowed spectators to re- jection on a freedom march.
dice was designed with a sheer pink pompons.
lowship
and
thei.
leader,
Robert
‘We in the United States,” she there were never more than 600
turn about an hour later when
Mr. and Mrs. John Dokter a*'
yoke set off by a mandarin colGarrett, pastor of SaugatuckMethsaid, "should have a foreign pol- Negros who ••’ere Communists,
they went back into regular seslar. Long sleeves tapered to points sisted as master and mistress o
odist
Church,
met
at
the
church
Child Dies
sion and approved 24-5 annual in- icy of championingfreedom. Each which was indeed a tribute to her
at the wrists and double bands of ceremonies at the reception fa
and from there went to the B
people.
creases of 5250 each for the regis- one of us should alert our leaders
chantilly lace encircled the full 120 guests held in the church base
tain
property
across
from
A lawyer who was admittedto
ter of deeds, treasurer, clerk and to the fact that we want this kind
skirt. A dainty hat held the finger- ment. Punch was served by Mis
church
where,
with
rakes
and
prosecuting attorney. They had of foreign policy. Our leaders practice before the U. S. Supreme
By Peter Boggs
tip veil which was edged with Gladys Staal and Miss Kath;
mower they cleaned up the weeds Eating
Court
in
1934,
Mrs.
Sampson
said
should
take
a
strong
stand
with
previously granted County Clerk
Court Order Needed
lace. The bride carried a cascade Brink. Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Mas
and
debris
which
cluttered the
Esther Warner Hettinger an addi- our allies against their policies of her career as a lawyer, which she
An officer of the law cannot en- yard. This was done as a civic
arrangement of white carnations arranged the gifts. Others assist
enjoyed so much, has been a thing
FENNVILLE (Special)- Funer- and ivy.
tional 5600 a year in recognition colonialism at all times
ing were the Misses Kay Wiggen
project. The street cleaning crew
"One reason for our foreign pol- of the past since in 1W9 she went ter your prof’erty and seize yollr
al services were held at 3 p.m.
of her work as manager of the
Donna Lampcn, Arlene Windemul
Mrs.
LaVern
Van
Dyke,
mahelped
the
jouths
by
hauling
away
icy being weak in this area of tak- around the world with 30 repre- dog without having a warrant for
Monday in Jonesboro,Artt., for tron of honor, wore a ballerina-, der, Marilyn Brummel, Pat Oh)
county building.
the piles of waste which were ac
Reuben Lee Hancock, 18-month- length gown of peacock blue fa- man and Faye Meiste.
With the four exceptionsall ing a strong stand against our al- sentativesof great American or- the arrest of the animal or being cumulated.
county wages will remain at the lies’ policy of subjection, is that ganizations.After this rugged trip in the actual pursuitof the animal
For a northern wedding trip til)
The first family night of the fall old son of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Han- shioned of net over taffeta.She
same level established last year. the United States has such a guilt she has been spending her time after the latter has done some season was held at the Methodist cock who was pronounced dead on carried a cascade bouquet of bride changed to a black jerse;
The wage schedule is as follows: complex because of our own treat- trying to tell the American people
Church Tuesday evening when arrival at a physcian’soffice shrimp - colored carnations with dress with red accessories and
Agricultural extension office ment of our 16‘a million Negro about the problems of the world. particulardamage.
more than 50 members and friends Thursday of accidental poisoning. Ivy, and she jvore a matching corsage o! white carnations. Tb
Speaking of her recent travels Unless there has been an order enjoyed a pdtluck supper and promanager. 52.550;secretary,52,250; peoples.”
The Hancocks are migrant work- headpiece.Miss Arlene Boersen, newlyweds will livo at route 3
Speaking again of her race, she in the Middle East as the 1955 re- to the effect that rabies is pre- gram. The Rev. John Simpson of ers living in a cabin on the Arnold
part-time clerk 51.200.
as bridesmaid, wore a similar en- Zeeland.
Circuit judge (supplemental) said she was privileged to work cipient of the American Friends valent and that dogs off their Midland, former missionary
Green farm oo route 1. Reuben and
51.000.
with Joseph Malik behind the iron of the Middle East Award, she owners’ premises during a period China, showed slides and told of his four - year - old sister. Peggy,
County clerk. 55.000; deputy 53 curtain in her work with UNESCO. said that is the number one trou- of quarantine will be killed with- his work in China before the Com had found a basin containing dried
350; two clerks 52,700; one part- Because of her race, she said ble spot in the world— not Poland out a proper court order in admunists came and after they poisoning used earlier in the seatime clerk at 5200.
Malik and other Russian leaders and Hungary. That trip was rug- vance, directing that this be done. came. Rev. Garret led the group son for spraying cabbage. It had
Janitor. 53.000.
spoke to her in English, which ged and she was able to talk to If some police officer or other law in singing some of the old church been placed under an old spray
Drain commissioner. 52,800; they would not have done to a the people because of her color. enforcement officer should shoot hymns. Many items from China tank, believed to be a safe place.
clerk 51,000.
white person. Because all over the All white people in that area are your dog without a court order, were on display and all had
The poison had dried and crumFriend of court, 53,600, clerk, Scandanavian countries, with no suspects. She said our policy in you can bring action against him. chance to examine them after the bled and the baby ate some.
Regardlessof party choice, all now on display in the Treaxurerl
52.800.
other issue to push, they attack that area should be to "win friends
No one can come onto your program closed.
Peggy reportedthe incident to voting machines in Ottawa County office in the Gty Hall. Person
Juvenile probation officer 53.350, the United States for her discrim- and influencepeople.” These counMrs. Joseph Buritz of Detroit the mother but she found no evipremisesand take your dog away
will record a red, white and blue * anting to examine a votinj
stenographer52,700; child service ination against the American tries are important to us because on the grounds that he’s a nui- was a guest of Mrs. Harry Newndence that the child had eaten ballot Nov. 6.
machine or learn how they opei
worker, 5800.
sance unless there has been a ham for five days. Mrs. Buritz any. The child was not ill or cryIn the past, ballots have been ate are invitedto stop in.
Probate judge. 58.000. register of
Mrs. Leslie Herring is staying court trial and a decision has been and her husband had lived in Sau- ing and the mother washed his strictly black and white. But this
G-evengoed also said he is n
probate 53,500; stenographer
with
her daughter, Mrs. Thomas arrived at by the court decreeing gatuck years ago when Mr. Bur hands and face and let him con- year the state legislaturedecided ceiving many requests for abses
52.700;reporter 5300.
itz ’as engineer on .the North tinue playing. Two hours later he
Wuis near Allegan while Mr. the removal of your dog.
tee ballots. A count Friday reveal
Register of deeds 53,500. deputy
TTie Past Matrons and Patrons Herring is confined to Allegan
American and on the South Ameri- became violentlyill and was dead to allow colored oallots if the
53.150; part-time clerk 5400.
counties wanted them. Ottawa de- ed 297 applications.Absentee bal
can
steamships
when
they
docked
A Dog That Thought
on arrival at the office of Dr. cided to dress up its voting mach- lati are available only to person
Treasurer54,500; deputy 53,250; club and Bethel chapter O.E.S. held Health Center.
I have often said that dogs have in Saugatuck harbor.
James E. Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. CliffordPaine, Sr.,
clerk, 52,650; part time clerk a combined 6:30 supper Monday at
Mr. and Mrs. James Callahan Besides the parents and sister ines, resultingin the first election wlio will not oe in the city or whi
reasoning
power.
This
true story
arrived
by
plane
last
week
from
51.550.
the Masonic hall honoring Mr. and
color ever to be carried into the art ill on election day, he said
strengthens further my conviction of Chicago visited their sister, Mrs PegW. the child is survived by
Social welfare departmentdirec- Mrs. Robert Keag. About 50 were §an Francisco, Calif. They were
Applications will be accepted ur
booth.
Lottie Brown last weekend.
that
dogs
think
and
understand.
met in Chicago by her sister and
another brother. Lee. and a sister.
tor, 54.750.
present. Following the supper a
County
proposals are printed on til 2 p.m. Saturday, Nov 3.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Callahan
of
Mr. and Mrs. Law- Miss Mary Hart of Chicago, 111.,
Rosemary, all under five. TTie red paper. The candidates for ofSheriff, 58.000, including car ex- program of community singing was brother-in-law,
Chicago visited their sister,Mrs
body was taken to Chappell Funerpense, four full - time deputies at enjoyed; Mrs. Irwin Hutchins read rence Wade. Mrs. Paine is in lives in a small apartment along Lottie Brown last weekend.
fices are on white, as usual, and
with her dog Pat. Recently she
Marriage Licenses
al Home and then to Jonesboro.
53,600. Matron 5400.
a tribute to the honored guests and Bronson hospital,Kalamazoo for
the non-partisan justice and proMrs.
John
Kruger
is visiting her
tripped
and
fell
against
a
radiator,
Ottawa County
observation
while
Mr.
Paine
reRoad commissioners, 51,200; Mrs. Keith Landsburg,worthy
sister, Mrs. Irwin Haberer in De
bate court candidates are in blue.
Jarvis Ter Haar, *20, route 3
county canvassing board, social matron, presented them a bed- turned to the west coast for the knockingherself .unconscious.Pat, troit this week.
City Clerk Clarence Greven- Zeeland, and Della Nykamp, IS
sensing something wrong, tried to
welfare board and board of super- spread and a double foldingcamp family car.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Force
goed is now getting the 21 mach- Zeeland; Raymond Wolbers, 1J
arouse
his
mistress
and,
failing,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Johnson.
visors, 510 per day and mileage at table. The Keags plan to leave the
Force have closed their gift shop
ines to be put in Holland’s nine route 3, Hudsonville, and Marcii
Zeeland
7 cents per mile.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Rasmussen started to bark, but no one came and left Wednesday for their winfirst of the month to make their
precincts prepared for the elec- Molter, 16. Zeeland; Jacob Boj
to
his
assistance.
Then
a
light
Births
at
Zeeland
Hospital
last
and Mr. and Mrs. Steve Klecovitch
Prosecuting attorney 55,000 home in Tucson, Ariz.
ter Lome in Thermal. Calif.
flashed on the telephone switchweek include a son. Brian I^e. tion They won’t be put into the 25. route 1, Spring Lake, and Alio
clerk 52,550 and circuit court stenMr. and Mrs. Warren Ducll and were Tuesday evening callers of
board downstairs. Plugging in, the
Lorn Monday to Mr. and Mrs. balloting places until Monday, Nov. Lucille Resner, 23, Grand Haven
ographer 52,600.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Johnson
to
Mr. and Mrs. James Michen reJohn Laufersky, 20, Spring Lake
operator
heard
only
the
barking
Man
Released
From
Jail
Floyd Boss, route 3. Hudsonville; 5, however.
turned home Saturdayfrom a few help him celebratehis birthday.He
Another ballot peculiarity this and Marlene Kamp. 18, Nunica
a son, Kim Alan, born Monday to
received
a
phone
call
from
their of a dog and thought something
days spent in the northern peninAfter Paying $3,269
Two Persons Injured
Mr. and Mrs. Robert De Fouw, year is its shortness. Only three Jared Gieske, 32, route X, Gran'
son, Lt. Col Andrew Johnson, who was wrong. So she sent the janitor
sula, going to Copper Harbor They
to
investigate.
Upon
opening
the
6664
Michigan Ave., Holland; a parties — Prohibition,Democratic Haven, and Melva R. Stark, 21
with
‘his
family,
is
now
settled
in
GRAND HAVEN (Special),
In South River Mishap
also visitedMr. and Mrs. Charles
are listed. route 1, Nunica.
door of the apartmentwith a passdaughter, Susie Marie, born Tues- and Republican
Virginia.
Abe Hyma, 67, Lake MichiganDr
Sargent at Newberry.
Usually, Grevcngoedsaid, there
key,
he
discovered
that
Pat
had
day
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wallace
Two persons were injured FriGrand Rapids, was released ThursMrs. Claude Hutchinson spent Master Sergeant and Mrs. Richare several more, but apparently
day at 9:14 p.m. in a -two -car Sunday evening with Mrs. Sue ard Bale, accompanied by Mr. and pulled the phone off the table and day night from the county jail Risley, Box 102, Hamilton;a son,
the rest of the minor partiesdidn’t
onto
the
floor,
unhooking
the
reDaryl
Alan,
born
Tuesday
to
Mr.
collision on River Ave. near First Van Oss at Castle Park.
Mrs. Casey Wilson of Colorado
where he had been two weeks.
ceiver. The dog was dividing his
and Mrs. Elmer Beck, route 1, qialify. Eligible parties are deSt.
Springs,
Colo,
spent
from
ThursHis release was contingent on satBankruptcy proceedings have
termined by the percentage of
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Norman Overbeek, 24, of 440 been filed in Federal court in day until Tuesday with their par- attentionbetween barking into the isfying the balance due on a judg- Byron Center.
A daughter. Linda Jean, born votes cast for that party in the
mouthpiece
and
running
over
to
Lakewood Blvd. and Betty Grand Rapids by Donald L. Prosch ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Bale
Gilbert Vondc Water, Mgr.
ment awarded David L. BrockTuesday to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd last presidentialelection.
lick the face of his stricken misMorsink, 20, Hudsonville, were
East
Phone 3693
meier against Hyma in Ottawa
Jenison formerly of Holland and and Mrs. Bertha Hutchins,and
Vander Hulst, 24 Scotts Dr., Hol- A sample voting machine, comtress
in
an
effort
to
arouse
her.
treated at Holland Hospital for Fennville.H . is now a dental tech- other relatives.
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
Circuit Court Dec. 22, 1955
land;
a
son,
Michael
Dale,
born
plete
with
the
colored
ballot,
is
cuts and bruises and released.
Mrs. Sue Birkholz and daughter It is difficult not to believe that
The amount Hyma paid was Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Nornician at Allegan. He lists liabiliPat sensed how to use the phone
The two were in a car driven
53,269.10 which included interest to
ties at 55,346.95 and assets as Mae of Muskegon spent several
man Ulberg. 5180 40th Ave., Hudto
help
his
best
friend.
Dogs
do
by Overbeek when it was struck
days here last week visiting relaOct. 22, 1956, at 5 percent, plus
52,600.
sonville; a son, Evan J., born
think!
from behind by a car driven by
tives
and
friends
of
their
former
room and board and officer’s fees Thursday to Mr and Mrs. Nelson
Arthur Sanford returned home
Arthur Chippewa, 31, of 123 West
home.
on service of execution.
last Friday from Borgess hospiKoeman, route 3, Holland; a son.
15th St. Chippewa was arrested on
When A Dog Won’t Eat
The local Methodist church is
Hyma appeared 'n Circuit Court Douglas Bradley,born Friday to
a charge of driving while, under tal, Kalamazoo where he had been sponsoringthe immigration of a
If your dog eats his meals regunder a capias hearing and, unfor several weeks. He is improvthe influence of intoxicants.
German family of four who are ularly and heartily, it is a sign that able to pay the amount he owed, Mr. and Mrs. Randall Dekker, 510
ing steadilyand able to ride some
East Central Ave., Zeeland.
The impact caused Overbeek to
scheduled to arrive here from he cannot be seriously ill. One of he was taken to jail.
in the car.
A son, Kevin Alan, born Saturloose control. His car clipped a
the
first
indications
that
a
dog
is
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown of Berlin sometime next week. The
day to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Smoes,
tree and smashed into a porch of
family
consists of the mother, Mrs. ailing is when he refuses food. It
Coopersville ; a son, Larry Dean,
the house at 9 South River Ave. Kalamazoo were weekend guests of
Magadalane Raikauslain, two boys isn’t always a sign of serious illborn Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
Rolice said Overbeek’ s 1955 Mrs. Anna Morse and Mr. and Mrs. aged 22 and 17 years and a girl ness, but it is an indication that
Arnold Zuverink, route 1, Zeeland;
model car was a total loss while Cleon Morse.
something is amiss.
12
years
old.
They
are
being
adApproximately
40
guests
includdamage to the ’50 model car Mrs. Lottie King of Arizona, mitted under the MethodistCom- If your dog won’t eat and doesn’t ing relatives and neighbors,at- a sOn, Brian Dale, born Saturday
to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Van Vfls,
Chippewa was driving was esti- formerly of Fennville came last mittee of Overseas Relief.
•seem to be his usual self, do not tended a bridal shower Tuesday
week to visit her sister, Mrs. Mar101st St., Zeeland.
mated in excess of its value.
try
to
force
food
on
him
for
a
evening,
Oct.
16.
at
the
home
of
The first Family night of the
garet Beagle and other relatives.
A son, Randall Lee. was born
period of 24 hours. You are not Mrs. Bert Kraker. The affair was
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Menold of year’s social program of the Meththis Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Bert
being cruel to the animal, but on lin honor of Miss Pat Kuipers of
Death Claims Former
Jager, Wayland.
Muskegon were .recent weekend odist church will be held next Monthe contrary, you are doing him Grandville. Miss Kuipers is the
day
at
6:30
with
a
potluck
supper.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Village Treasurer
a favor. One of the greatest tonics bride-electof Bernard Kraker. A
Morse. Both the women are natives The committee comprisesMr. and
Mrs. Lynn Chappell and Mr. and for a dog is a short-hunger period. two-course lunch was served.
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Sunday, November 4
Missions In Southeast Asia
Acts 8:M; Romani 1:14-17
by Darrell Franken
To the Leader: Before you begin, ask yourself these questions.
•How can I make this topic interesting?", "Is there something I
can do to make this topic stand
out in the minds of those who will
be listening to me?"
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The Suffering Servant
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
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praise Jesus as a teacher and reTROUBLED WATERS
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peoples all over the world
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troubled waters in the world of
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are moving to South Haven.
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ha^ called for maddening self
ered at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
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Comtrouble with Poland, Hungary, and and healing. We all need healing 28th St., Grand Rapids. Mr. Wolwho lives with them.
ant secretary. Mrs. Dogger prePictures of that part of the
being threatenedwith the same for we all "like sheep, have gone ters is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Grace Burrows has return- mission on American Citizenship adults.
sided at the meeting.
•world, taken from magazines,and ed to the Ray Overhiser home in in Washington,D. G, this week.
sorb of thing in Czechoslovakia astray." If we refuse to believe Edward Wolters of Holland.
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help
to
and perhans other satellite*, the that we are in need of a remedy
Casco after spending 16 days with
The charter formally recognizes
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book review on "God’s Bridge" by
make a strong impression on the her daughter in South Haven.
affiliation of the local unit with
free world is in a portion to turn for our spiritualailments we will
Tena Holkeboer.given by Mrs.
minds of the audience.
the tables on Soviet imperialism. not seek a remedy.
The East Casco Rebakah Past the nationalorganizationhead- To Hear Dr. Cochrane
Raymond Denekas. wife of the
Use three leaders instead of one Grands club met at the home of quartered at The Catholic Univer
If the government* of the West,
Jesus suffered voluntarily.Durto work out this topic. Such varie- Mrs. Ray OverhiserFriday. Mrs
particularlyour own, are wise, a ing his sufferingJesus showed paAn invitation has been extended pastor of Calvary Reformed
sity of America. Pupils of the
ty also stimulates interest. Have Nellie Warren was in charge of eighth grade comprise the local to women of Holland and surround- Church. The book portrayedthe
harvest of freedom is possiblethat I hence and meekness as the words,
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stations,
when
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ponded to roll call by giving
a short time
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what missionarieshave worked householdhint. Mrs. Edna Over- club are Thomas Williams, presi- commemoration of the 50th anni- spans of the bridges they had to
Countries like Poland and Hun- were made against him he mainthere in the past and what mis- hiser was in charge of games and dent; George Good, vice president; versary of the founding of the cross, and through the effortsof
gary are certainly not going to tained silence. The prophet Isaiah
sionariesare there today. The oth- a Halloween lunch was served by Philip Frank, correspondingsec- American Leprosy Mission.The a Christian woman in the states,
turn around and become western in detail described the suffering of
missionary in the field, a
er two people could tell about the Mrs. Overhiser and Mrs. Burrows retary; Gary Smith, sergeant -st- meeting will be held at 2 p.m. on
democracies. They, can bt expectp Jesus and his burial. "And he
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boy seeking an education
missionaries
that
are
on
these
ed to continue staunchly as Com- made his grav£ with the wicked,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Whitney of arms, and James Borowslti, re Wednesday, Nov. 14, in Burton
fields today, (again— see your pasHeights ChristianReformed and a mother praying for her son,
mimetic states, just as Tito’s Yu- land with the rich in his death."
Kalamazoowere Sunday evening cording secretary.
tor for material)
goslavia is as much a Communist The prophet also saw a divine
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray OverThe CCC is one of the thousands Church and will feature Dr. Robert the boy devoted his life as a minisMake a proposal at the close of hiser of Casco.
ter of the gospel.
nation as is Russia itelf. The side to the suffering of Jesus.
of Catholic Gvics Gubs chartered G. Cochrane, world renowned Lepthe meeting that your Young
"Have You Tarried in the GarWest cannot hope to convert those "Yet it pleased the Lord to bruise
The Rev. David Jamieson
in the United States for the ex- rologist, as speaker.
People’s
Society
send
a
gift
to
den"
and "Just Outside the Door"
A dinner meeting is scheduled
nations to our brand of freedom him; he hath put him to grief."
Galesburg, one of the outstanding press purpose of "fostering trainyour Board of Missions. If pos- ministers of the Congregational ing for good citizenship."Through at 6 p.m. on Nov. 14 at Park were sung by a sextet composed of
ina decade, or perhaps even in a God overruled man’s wickedness
sible. spend a few minutes talking
Christian Church of the Kalama monthly projects and study of ar Congregational
Church. Reserva- the Mesdames J. Nieboer, H. Niengeneration. The chances are that and made good to come from the
about i such a gift. Then send it
they will never return to what we death of Jesus. The hand of God
zoo conference will be speaker
tides featured in the n a t i o n a 1 tions must be made by Nov. 13 huis, H. Plakke, George Ter Haar,
from ydur treasury, or work on a special meeting in Pullman
was in the suffering and dying of
consider democratic processes
Catholic weekly for students of the with Mrs. Peter Slenk of route 6. L. Van Ry and P. Van Zoeren. acsome
project to raise the money
Jesus.
Nov. 27. The meeting is scheduled upper elementary grades, The
If we are going to wait with
Dr. Cochrane is scheduled to be companied by Mrs. Walter Kruityou wish to send.
our fishing expeditions in Soviet m. We have a victoriousChrist.
at 7:30 p.m. in the Friendship Young Catholic Messenger, these In Holland on Nov. 13 to address hof.
Mrs. William Oonk showed slides
troubled waters until thoge nations Whenever Jesus spoke of his death
room of the Pullman church.
young citizens learn in a concrete Hope College students.
on "His Neighbor^ and led the deare exactly like us, we will never he always added to it that he
way
the
meaning
of
Christian
Miss Adele J. Vermoot
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votional period.^
get started. Tbe West’s attitude would rise again. When Jesus died
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Mr. and -Mrs. Edward Vermaat
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thought
that
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' toward Yugoslaviahas set a patr
justice and charity. This year the Lakewood Cab Pack
Climaxes
Season
of Holland announce the engagetern for fishingeffectivelyin Rus- *nd but th*y w*re mistaken. Jesus
program of study and action will Has Meet at School
Area School Study
ment of their daughter. Adele J.,
overcame
death
and
the
grave
and
sia’s troubled waters. Tito has
Bay Haven Yacht Gub climaxed
develop the timely theme, "It's
been given encouragement and fi- through Jesus we too shall over- Bemis St., Grand Rapids to Duane its social season with a costume GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Your Government." The program
Cub Pack 3049 of Lakewood
E. Vander Drug, Fuller Ave., son
Halloweenparty Saturday night at Carroll Norlln. pricipal of the will encourage interestand parti- School held their October pack,
nancial aid, but we have not de- come. Today there are millions
manded from him that he cease who pay no attentionto Christ ; the of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Vander Bay Haven Marina. The rooms Thomas Jeffersonelementary cipationin local and national gov- meeting Friday evening at the
majorityof the people have no Brug of G r o s s e Pointe. Miss were decorated in a Halloween school at Holland, spoke at a meet- ernment affairs.
to be Communistic.Something like
school and in a candlelight cere- Building
Vermaat is a graduate of Blodgett
that will have to form the pattern place for Christ in their hearts
mood with com shocks and au- ing In Grand Haven Tuesday night
mony five new members of the
and lives; they do not feel the School of Nursing and Mr. Vander tumn leaves.
In which an area school study was
for the other aatellites that elect
pack were presented with their
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a
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at
Calvin
College.
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Has
need of him. Let me say this—
Centered on the buffet table was launched for the Grand Haven
to oppose Russia.
bobcat pins by Cubmaster K. B. tions were received last week by
they
are
on
the
losing
side.
But in all, that the free world
a huge cornucopia filled with school district and 17 sending dis- Regular Business Meet
Wright. Receivingthe pins were Building Inspector William LayIsaiah 53 describes vividly for us
will have to use caution, si it
mums apples, squash and pump- tricts in Grand Haven area.
Psychology
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Randy Bowerman, Jimmy Den man in his office in the City Hall.
Mrs.
Alden
Stoner
presided
at
Norlin explained how Holland
has also done with Tito. A fisher- the truth that Christ is our Sufferkins. Small sandwicheswere servthe regular meeting of the Willard Herder, Jimmy Driscoll, Jimmy Those applying were:
ing Servant who by his suffering Talks to Co-Wed Clab
man does not jump recklesslyinto
ed, decorated in a nautical man- conducted a similar study and J. Leenhouts Unit 6 American Le- Glupker and Jimmy Small.
William M. Bosma, 264 West 29th
and resurrection from the dead
described complicationsof such
the lake; he stays on shore or in
ner with anchors and boats.
Service stars were given to St. ; erect new house Vith separate
gion Auxiliary held Monday in the
gained the victory for us.
The
ChristianHome was the
work.
Like
Holland,
Grand
Haven
his boat and casts for hia catch.
Members and guests present
Richard Conant, Billy Small, garage; self, contractor; cost
club room.
theme used for the October meetIf the free world fishei skilfully
were the Willard De Jonges, Carl- will have the servicesof Dr. Byron
David Underwood. Steven Van $9,600.
During
the
business
meeting
the
ing of the Co-Wed Club of First
in Russia's present troubled wa- Funeral Services Held
ton Bennetts, Jack Kronemeyers; Hansford of Michigan State Uni- unit voted to again contribute $40 Dyke, Scott Van H e k k e n and
Sentinel Printing Co.. M-56 West
Reformed Church Monday eveters, there is reason to hope that
Vernon Hewers, Robert Linns, Wil- versity as coordinator. The com- toward the Non - Pensioners Fund Kenny Wright.
Eighth St.; addition,30 by 80 feet,
ning. Dr. Robert Do Haan. profesfreedom herself will take a for- For Mrs. Grace Luscomb
liam Robbs. John Doks, Raymond mittee will have 38 members with a. the Michigan Veterans FaciliDen 1 opened the meeting with to present building; self, contracsor of psychology at Hope College
ward step.
Van Gorps, Dr. and Mrs. Gordon rural representation at a 4 to 3 ty and also contribute to the loflag ceremony after which three tor; cost, $35,000.
was
the
speaker.
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Funeral services for Mrs. Grace
Striplin, Dr. and Mrs. John Engecal Community Chest drive. Mrs. dens presented a skit using pupWilliam C. Gearhart. 212 East
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man, the Howard Stowells, Rog- Supt. Ralph Van Volkinburg serv- Henry Brower. Rehabilitation pets or marionettes. Den 1 used Seventh St.; enlarge garage, .rePlant Escapes Damage
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and
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talk
concerned
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temporary
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and
were held in Parma Saturday afer Brouwers, Harold Grienkes,
Chairman, reported that Christ- Indian marionettes in a Camp Fire move partitionsfor interior changternoon. Mrs. Luscomb died Wed- ing the importanceof using good Jack Stewartsand Paul Plasman Marvin Patterson, president of the mas gifts have been purchased
In Blaze Thursday
scene; den 2 presented "The Ani- es and change \vooden to cement
school board, welcomed the group
nesday, Oct. 24. in Albion Hospital. psychology to apply Christian prin- and Howard Andrews.
and sent to the gift shop at Fort mal's Halloween" using hand pup- steps; Van Der Bie and self, conHolland detectives today were
ciples
in
the
home.
George
Schutt
of
the
Department
Mrs. Luscomb, who made her
There will be a meeting of the
Custer. The gift shop will be open pets and den 3 had figures made tractors;cost, $500.
continuing their investigationof a
Mrs. Marvin Shoemaker read
of Public Instructiongave a short
home with hed daughter, Mrs.
Nov. 13. 19, 20 and 21. Any mem- of cardboard and . operated with
board of directors and their wives
Ralph Roosslen, 252 River Ave.;
fire at the rear of the former
several
scriptural
passages
pertalk
on
the
value
of
area
study
Madge Quivey in Parma, was a
ber desiring to work on one or strings. They sang "Old Mac Don- lowe- ceiling and change from coal
at the club house tonight.
Scotts, Inc., plant on Sixth St.
and some of the problems involvformer member of Hope Church, taining to the Christian home
to gas heating; Albert Bremer,
more of these dates should call ald’s Farm."
near Columbia Ave. which they a charter member of the Century James Kranendonk, accompanied
ed.
Mrs. Brower. Each worker is askEach cub was presented with an contractor; cost, $500.
sa d was set Thursday night.
by
Miss
Edna
Hollander
sang
sevClub, and a charter member of
Past Noble Grands
ed to furnish her own scissors achievementbutton in recognition Van’s Super Market. Michigan
The blaze was discovered at 5:30 ElizabethSchuyler Hamilton eral selections. Guests of the club
and pen and report to the gift of their work.
Ave. at 29th St.; erect storage bin
Fire
Destroys
Contents,
p.m. Thursday by construction Chapter. DAR.
Honored at Meeting
were the Duettos Club.
addition to present building; A. J.
shop at 9 a.m.
Lunch
was
served
by
Mrs.
John
men working on the Swift So. plant
Fall colors were carried out at
Interior of Bif Trailer
Surviving besides the daughter
Reports of chc fall conference at Van Dyke and Mrs. Howard Cook Lumber Co., contractors;
At
the
regular
meeting
of
the
across the street.
are three grandchildren and sever- the tables where dessert and cofcost. $500.
Benton Harbor Oct. 12 and 13 were Glupker.
As firemen arrived a drum con- al great grandchildren.
The contents and the interior of
fee were served during the social Rebekah Lodge Friday evening
Alfonse Marohn, 73 West Eighth
given by Mrs. Stoner and Mrs.
the
Past
Noble
Grands
were
hontaining fuel exploded sending
a 30-foottrailer were completely
hour following the meeting.
St. ; enclose front porch and install
Clarence
Hopkins.
Special
recogniflames and black clouds at least
Committee in charge were Mr. ored by taking charge of the open- destroyed by fire Friday at tion was given the local unit for Rortl Teachers Will
partitions; Essenburg Building and
50 feet into the air. The flames Spring Lake Man Dies
and Mrs. Albert KJcis. Jr., Mr. ing and closing of the meeting. the Baker Trailer Court at Ottawa being one of the first units in the
Lumber, contractors: cost, $180.
shot across nearby railroad tracks
and Mrs. Marvin Vereeke and Mr. Announcement was made that the Beach. Loss to the property,which department of Michigan to reach Meet in Grand Rapids
Board of Public Works; baild
In Home of His Nephew
hobo breakfast will be held at the was owned by Jack Meindertsma
starting the brush m fire.
and Mrs. Avery Baker.
two meter houses, each five by
their membership quota. Memberhome
of
Mrs.
Evelyn
Hill
on
Rural
teachers
in
Ottawa
county
Fire Chief Andrew Klomparens GRAND HAVEN (Special)
of 825 Henry St, S.E., Grand Rapfive by seven feet; one at the 28th
Thursday at 9:30 a.m. The next ids, was estimated by Park town- ship chairman 1: Mrs. James will join Michigan Rural Teacher’s
said the blaze started in old buff- Tobias Uncicum. 88, of 14650 LeonSt. elevated tank, the other at the
Cook.
The
local
group
will
again
chest meeting will be at Wayland ship fire station No. 2 chief HerAssociation,region 5, in an area
ing brushes and rags stored in ard Rd., Spring Lak£, died this Avery Baker Will Speak
Fifth St power plant; Peter Kalksponsor a girl for Wolverin# Girl*
Nov.
5.
man W.indemuller kt $1,400. Most State. Mrs. John Riemersma, meeting Monday, Nov. 5, in Beck- man, contractor; cost, $400.
drums. The b ulding escaped dam- morning in the home of a nephew, To DemonstrationUnits
Lunch was served by members of the toss is reportedlycovered by
with School on East Leonard St.
age.
Theodore Linckum, where he had
Janis Kalnlns, 664 Van Raalte
Mrs. Edward Slooterand Mrs. Dan
in Grand Rapids. Counties in area
Members of the home demon- of the Rebekah lodge. Tables were insurance.
Ave.; convert attached garage into
been making his home for the past
Clark were in charge of the social
decorated in pink and green. Each
ar# Kent, Ottawa, Newaygo, bedroom; Frank Arnold, contracWindemullersaid the owner hid
six yean. He had been in ill health stration groups and their friends
Gingham Carnival Heli
are invited to hear Avery Baker Past Noble Grand received a gift left the trailer about 10 minutes The next meeting will be Nov. Lake, Ionia, Muskegon, Oceana, tor; cost. $300.
for seven weeks.
He was born in Ohio, Sept. 4, speak about the juvenile problems and a scroll on which showed the before the blaze, and that no one 26 with Mrs. Tr Taft speakingon Mason, Montcalm, Mecosta and Sam and William Fabiano, 26
By Newcomers Club
Osceola.
year she held office and the name was inside at the time. Apparent
West Eighth St. ; construct addition
1878, and moved to Hart with his of Ottawa County Nov. 8th at
floral arrangements.Anyone decause, Windemullersaid, was a de- siring transportation is to call . Tha theme will be "Enrichment to rear of store; self, contractor;
A gingham carnival was held by parents when a child, and later Allendale Town Hall. The meeting of each officer of that year.
for Curriculum" end the keynote cost, $2,000.
the Newcomer* Club Saturday to St Johns, Mich. He was a is called for 8 p.m.
fective oil heater.
Mrs. James Cook.
address will be given by Mr*.
Each grout> has been asked to
evening at the VFW hall, with fanner and lumber man all his
Two trucks and seven firemen
Fris’ Book Store, 30 West Eighth
Danny Gilbert Feted
Guido Binds, former elementary St; construct addition to rear of
bring a suitable or timely decorwere at the scene for about an
Halloween and harvest decorations life.
consultantat Battle Oeek schools. store; self, contractor; cost. $2,000.
hour after the call around 10 a.m. Thiel Esters Locker
used throughout the hall.
Surviving are the nephew, two ation for one of the months of the At Surprise Party
The meeting is scheduled from Max Marcotte. 247 West 23rd St.:
Meindertsma has been living at
Thirty-seven couples enjoyed an nieces; Mrs. Kent Hastings of year. These will be on display for
Room at Holland Hiih
S:30 to 9:30 p.m. James Ten add a recreation room to present
evening of (lancing and cards, af- Coopenville and Mn. Lyle Lamp- folks to look at and discuss while
Danny Gilbert was guest of hon- the camp since June.
An unlocked dooc enabled a thief Brink, president of the Michigan building; Gordon Streur, contracrefreshments are served following or at a surprise party last Wedter which a buffet lunch was ion of Spring Lake.
to enter the Holland locker room Rural Teachers Association, will
tor; cost, $600.
nesday evening, the occasion being
served.
Funeral aervices will be held
Cars
Collide on M-21
Friday night and rifle trousers of apeak on "Ten Cardinal Prinhis 18th birthday anniveraary. The
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hoffman, from Barbier Funeral Home in Halloween Party Held
Henry Dykstra, 61. Grand Holland football players taking at ciples."
party Was held at the home of Mr.
chairmen, assisted by Mr. and Spring Lake at 2 p.m. Thursday.
Holland Man Retires
Rapids,
Sunday afternoon was 4east $26 in cash.
and
Mrs.
C.
K.
Rule,
105
Columbia
Five group meetings are planned
Mrs- Carl MUler, Mr. and Mrs. Burial will be in Spring Lake By Fellowship Group
Authorities said the main door on museums, libraries, film strips,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
issued
a
ticket
(or
failure
to
yield
Ave.
Dwight Wiilitiand Mr. and Mr». Cemetery.
A Halloween masquerade party Games were played and refresh- the right of way after his car and to the locker room was locked but modern tools and techniqdesfor Ralph Van Hoven, 65, of 124th
Robert Borst, were in charge of
Ave., Holland, retired Friday from
was held by the Wesleyan Metho- ments served with Mrs. Wilma one driven by Gustave Nelson. 53, the equipment room which also taadjlng, and tape recordings.
arrangementsand entertainment
the Eagle-OttawaLeather Co. unof 244 Faiifranks Ave., collided on lead* to the lockers was not lockMore 100 Percenters
dist Fellowship Club Tuesday night Dalman assistingthe bosteis.
for the evening.
der the firm’s pension system. He
ed. It was the same room where
the
new
M-21
bypass
and
Byron
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
GerGuests
included
the
Misses
La
Two
mora
hundred
percenters
Guests attending were Mr. and
Divorce
Granted
$2,000
worth
of
uniform*
burned
had bem employed there for 18
Rd.
Ottawa
-County
deputies
said
Vonne Barkel, Bea Arends, Carol
Mrs. J. E. Scott Mrs. ,M were added to the Single Solicita- ald Getman, Pinecrest Dr.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) years. A -native of the Netherdamage
to
the
two
cars
was
eiti Oct. 10.
Mrs.
Julius
Kleis
and
Bill
ValVan
Dyke,
Ardith
Wyrick,
Joyce
tion
Plan
list
today
for
CommunMendlewaki. Mrs. Mildred
Holland detectives said their in- A divorce decree was granted in lands, he began work at the Grand
Durante,;: Mr. and Mrs. W. H. ity Chest and other charities. They kema won the costume prizes for Ter Haar, Fanny Shashaguay.Ar- mated at 1500.
vestigationinto the fire was con- Ottawa Circuit Court Tuesday Haven factory as a hide trimmer
are R, E. Barber, Inc., and the best character and comedy lene Bronson, and Marcella GearKase and Ed Kase.
but nothing has been learo- to Henrietta Soheale of Grand Dec. 5, 1938, and also worked in
Modern Jericho in Jordan is the
hart and Jack Rusticus, Roger
Transplanter Co. UnThe next evening event of the
cause of the blaze is still Haven from Herman Scheele of the beam' house, the re-tan departprogram, management Refreshmenti^were served by Boss, Bob Novota, Willis Witte- world's lowest lying town, 840 feet
club will be * semi-formaldance,
Zeeland. Ifcare are no children. ment and the yard.
veen, A1 Kruiswyk and Ed Haan. below sea level.
iw 15,
the program committee.
of the employes.
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Hope College League
Hostess to 750

ing committees were appointed:
invitations,Mary Lou Seme and

Is

Approximately750 women from
Michigan, Indiana, Illinoisand
(Visconsinattended die annual
fall meeting of the Hope College
'Admittedto Holland Hospital
Women’s League Friday at the Thursday were George Slater,
Saugatuck; ' Mrs. Carl Quillian,
College chapel.
Mrs. L J. Lubbers led devotions 109 East 15th St.; Mrs. John Sas,
and Mrs. George Lumsden sang
“Consider the Lilies.” She was accompanied by Mrs. W. C. Snow.
Mrs. George Albers, presidentof
the League, announced that during
the past year new chapters have
been organized in Detroit and

Chest Fimds

and Sandra Elenbaas; program,
Myra Grotenhuis - Donna Schoultz
and Susan Ramsey. Mary Lou

At Two-Thirds

Seme

Hospital Notes

On pet

16, tha

TA WA

SI

Camp

Fire girls of St. Francis School

met and practiced their skit for
the Fly-Up. They also started

143 East 18th St.; John Stadt, route
1, East Saugatuck; Mrs. Andrew
Brunsell, 193 West 18th St.; Mrs
Arthur Loomis, route 4; Douglas
Troost, route 1; Betty Jean Vlsser,
303 West 31st St.; Mra. Francis
Rowe, 44 East 36th St.

making felt novelties to be sold at
the bazaar. On Oct. 22 the St.
Francis Fly-Up was held. The girls
introducedtheir part of the program with the Tawasi song. They
sang one of the many songs they
had learned in Bluebirds, "There
is a little Girl." TTiey ended their
skit by singing .the "Walking
Song,” and acted out the motions
to it. On Tuesday. Oct. 23, they
held a workshop for the purpose
of making items to be sold at
the bazaar. They also talked about
selling candy to earn money. Written by Scribe, Linda Vukin.

Now

Susan Bertsch;

refreshments,
table decorations. Janet Leggett

Women

1, 1956

Hope Student Reports
Theft of Gun,

Job

Cimera

Jansen Dies

A Hope College student lost more
than $500 worth of merchandise
from his car Friday night which
was parked near Kollen Hall on
GRAND
(Special)
12th
John
Jansen.
79,
waa
itrlcken
with
Donald Adelberg reported the
theft of a 20 gauge shotgun valued
heart attack in his home at 1120
at $260, a 35 mm camera, flash Woodltwn Ave.,' about 4 p.m. Mongun, filter*,exposuremeter, slide day and died before an ambulance
viewer, carrying case and tool kit. arrived. He has been In ill health
All the Items were in Adelberg's for several years. Ten years ago
car locked in the trunk. Thieves he was injured in an automobile
entered the car, ripped off the accident which also affected bis
back seat and took everything out health.
of the trunk except the spare tire.
He was born in the Netherlands

n Grand

treated the group.

Funds collected for the Holland
The WE TO MA CHICKS of MonCommunity
Chest today stood at
tello Park School met on Oct. 22
at Beverly Kiekenvelds home. 344,500, or approximately twothirds of the assigned quota of $66,Roll call was taken and Karen
050, according to Campaign ChairStreur read the minutes. Each girl
man James Taylor.
repeated the Camp Fire Law. They
Taylor said he expected the last
discussed the Halloween Party
33 percent would be the hardest,
they are to have this week. Bevand urged all volunteers to comerly Kiekenveldtreated the group
plete their calls and report to their
to cake and ice cream. Reported
division chairmen as quickly as
by scribe, Patty Scholten.
possible.“We want this campaign
The 5th grade Camp Fire Girls
done this week, if possible.” he
of Pine Creek School met Monday,
said.
Oct. 22 with their new leaders Mrs.
Taylor emphasized the necesilty
C. Atwood and Mrs. L. Culver, We
of asking larger contribution* if
chose SNA NAH for our group
Holland is to meet the 13 percent
name. Each girl also picked her
increase jn this year’s quota. The
own Indian name. Officers were

Haven

—

HAVEN

St. ^

Sept. 25. 1877, and cams here from
Grand Rapids. He was a member
of First ChristianReformed Church

Two Candidates

DischargedThursday were Mrs.
which he served as deacon and also
Robert De Weerd and baby, route
was a member of the Men’s
4; Mrs. Donald Stehowerand baby.
society.He was a farmer In HlHamilton; Elaine Qeekman, 230
Inoii and also a celery farmer for
Don L. Moson
Visit
suggested contributionof the averelected as follows:President. Bev
West 19th St.; Mrs. John Saj, 143
several years.
age donor is the equivalent of four
erly Sloothaak; Secretary, Donna
East 18th St.; Douglas Troost, MSU Alumni Director
Surviving are the wife; four
hours of work, or more. In the
Two candidates for public office, daughters, Mrs. Albert Boyink and
Stansby; Treasurer, Ruth Ann Siroute 1; Betty Jean Visser, 203
case of firms associated with the Democrat (Seorge C. Clay and Renonsen, and Scribe. Mary Ellen
West 21st St
Mrs. Cornelius Petersen of Grand
To Speak Here Nov. 8
Atwood. We went on a two - mile Single Solicitation Plan, these con- publican Richard C. Van Duien, Haven, Winifred at home and Mrs.
Admitted Friday wefe Jack
tributions are matched by manage- visitedHolland Monday.
Don L. Mason, assistantalumni
William Anderson of Spring Lake;
The WE TO MA CHICK Camp hike on Thursday and also visited ment.
developmentsof the new men'* Kraai, route 1, Allendale;Frank director at Michigan State UniverVan Duian is running for state
the Dutch Boy Bakery’- The girls
Boss,
route
6;
Nancy
Haan,
234
three sons, Richard of South
dormitory. Dr. Lubbers outlined
Fire group met at the home of
One
more
firm
was
added
today
attorney general on the Republican
sity will be the speaker at a SouthMichigan, Zeeland.
the accomplishmentsat the college
Gretchen Steffens. The secretary in our group are: Mary Ellen At to the 100 percent list of SSP. Lat- ticket and Clay is seeking election Holland, 111., Peter at home and
George of Holland; three listers,
Discharged Friday were Mrs ern ttawa County alumni meeting read the minutes, then we discus- wood, Barbara Culber. Ruth Ann
during the past year and stated the
est to join is Scott-Lugers as U. S. Representativeon the
Nov. 8.
Sdnonson, Gayle Kleinheksel, BevMrs. Edward Fennema of Rosefour secrets of success o< the Hope Joy SLcard, 19 West 29th St.; Mrs.
sed
the matter of going riding,
Lumber Co.
Democraticticket from Michigan’s
Mason, who was an All-Amerierly
Sloothaak. Bonnie Lemmen,
land, 111., Mrs. Dora Vander Heide
Carl
Quillian,
109
East
15th
St;
College Women’s League as the
which most of the girls favored.
Fifth Congressional district
can guard in 1949 at MSU and asof Chicago and Mrs. Peter Saxena
Oiristian’sparadox, the Chris Mrs. James Zwiers and' baby, 67
Gretchen and her mother treated Linda Lipe. Lois . Bosma. Sharon
Van
Dusen, a practicingattorney
sistant footballcoach in 1952. will
Unger, Sharon Morley, Sue Van
tian’s power, perseverance and West 28th St; Mrs. John Barnes
to pop and cookies. Mrs. Richard
from Birmingham, toured Grand of Gilman, 111.; 22 grandchildren
narrate color movies of the MSUEyke, and Donna Stansby. Reand
baby,
robte
6.
the secret of Christian personality.
Smallenburg is the leader.
Haven and the northern pari of and 10 great grandchildren,A
Admitted Saturday were David Illinois football game.
After the morning meeting stuThe A OWA KI YA Camp Fire ported by Scribe, Mary Ellen AtOttawa County in the morning, daughter, Mn. Henry Dykstra of
He
will also discuss recent camwood.
Resseguie,
259
East
Ninth
St;
dents took the women on a tour
Girls met at Linda Martins home,
coming here after lunch. He was South HoUand, 111., died in 1953.
pus activities, the growth of the
The fifth grade Camp Fire Girls
of Kollen Hall, the music building Melbourne Barnaby, 295 West 20th
Oct. 22. We had our business meetgreeted at Republican headquarSt.; Fred E. Lindley, 75 West 18th school and future plans.
and the president’shome.
ing and were treated by Linda. of Montello Park School met at
ters and dropped in at The
Hollenbachs Were Sale
All alumni as well as parents' of
Luncheon was served in Durfee St; Wesley Kuipers. route 3; Mrs
Sentinel. He then visited employes
We played telephone while we ate Barbara Hilbink’s home for their
MSU
students
are
invited
to
the
meeting
on
Oct.
15.
They
chose
and Voorhees hall dining rooms Steven Scott, 143 East 25th St.;
Holland area florists are joining at the Chris-Craft and Hansen As of Oct 22 Letter
our treat. We discussed plans for
meeting in the CentennialRoom
under the d i r e c t i o n of Rein Mrs. Simon Becksfort, route 1.
our next meeting, and pictures their Camp Fire names for them- with flower dealers all over the na- Machine plants.
DischargedSaturday were Mrs. of the Warm Friend Tavern start- were taken of the group. The pre- selves. They made plans for a pos- tion this week in celebrating the
Dr. John W. Hollenbach, who if
Visscher, college business manWith host* Don Voss and P. Ray
sible hayride. Barbara Hilbink 12th annual National Flower Gemmen. he went to Zeeland to on a two-year leave of absence
Earle Nies, 340 West 11th St; ing at 8 p.m.
ager.
sident closed the meeting. ReportMr. and Mrs. Bill Jesiek are ih
treated the group to popcorn and
Nancy Haan, 224 Michigan, Zeechat with residents along Main St. from the Hope Oollege faculty to*
Week.
ed by scribe, Maiy Slag.
land; Robert Jarvis, 232 West 10th charge of arrangements. Other
Clay, who said he would return work in the administration departThe O KI HI Camp Fire Girls pop. Reported by Scribe, Patjy The week was started by the SoSt; Jack Kraai, route 1, Allen- committee heads are Miss Mary met with their leaders Mrs. Bres- Scholten.
ciety of American Florists in 1945 here, two or three times during tha ment at tha American University
On Monday. Oct. 22, the CHESK
dale; Mrs. Corniel Israels, 336 McLean, refreshments and Mr. nahan and Mrs. Donnelly. We anto distribute flowers to veterans week, met voters and discuiset In Cairo, Egypt, has written to
Arthur Ave.; Mrs. Mary Schipper, and Mrs. Vem Schipper, hosts and swered roll call with oi/r Indian CHA MAY Camp Fire group jf and others at the close of World politics along the city's downtown Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers that ha and
Van Raalte School met at the War II. Since then, the week has streets.
428ft Central Ave.; Mrs. Francis hostesses.
his family are safe.
names. We made the covers for
home of Mrs. Horning under leadRowe, 44 East 26th St; Mrs. Ralph
However, the communication,
our Mothers invitationsto the Flycontinuedand the country’s floership of Mrs. Paauwe. Phyllis
Daniels and baby, 1925 104th Ave.
received Monday, was dated Oct.
Up on Oct. 22. A picnic was planrists will be presenting bouquets Driver Issued Ticket
Harringsma, president, called the
Zeeland;Mrs. Bruce Mikula and
ned fqr the group on Thursday,
and wreaths to hospitals,schools Ottawa County deputies issued 22 and was therefore mailed beSome 400 Holland High students baby, 516 Howard Ave.; Mrs.
meeting to order, and the meeting
fore the current crisis in tha
Oct. 18 during Teachers Institute.
and
charitable institutions.
Randall Piers, 17, route 2, a ticket
are planning to take a special Robert Vanderford, 174 West 32nd
was opened with the Lord’s PrayThe
TA
WAN
KA
Camp
Fire
Flower
week
always
come*
In for failureto have his car undar Middle East
train to Benton Harbor Friday St.; Marla Janse, 454 College;
er. Then we decoratedthe HalloIn the letter, Dr. HoQeiibach
Girls of Lincoln School met at the
late autumn, to coincide with the control Thursday night after hii
night for the HoUand^Benton Har- Marceil Kline, 61 West 15th St.;
ween box which we plan to fill
said the family returned from the
home
of Mrs. Geertman.The meetharvest.
In
this
way,
florists
feel
bor footballgame.
car and one driven by Peter
Henry J. Bos, 117 West 17th St.
ing was called to order by the with fruit and give to some one the they can add beauty to the abund- Dalman, 57, of route 2, collided at summer months in Austria and
The “football special” has been
night of the Halloween party. LibAdmitted Sunday were Allen
they were in the throes of getting
president, Joyce Geertman. The
ance of crops being brought in.
used twice in the past and has al- Tornovish, 2022 South Shore Dr.;
the New Holland Rd. and 116th
The little cartoon character recbie Hanson treated the group. The
The Society has adopted as Its Ave. Deputies said the Piers *49 ready for the opening of school
ways proved popular with the stu- Mrs. James McCormick, route 1. ognized by most Holland residents Camp Fire law ^nd Trail Seek- meeting was closed by singing the
ers Desire were repeated. We welslogan "Say it with Flowers,” model car was a total loss while He mentioned that the situation
dents. It will probably be the
Discharged Sunday were Mrs. as '“Scrappy” of Louis Padnos comed a new member Barbara Camp Fire closing song. Reported
pointing out the universal popu- damage to the '51 model Dalman at that time was a bit tense but
largest Dutch representation at an Paul Lamar and baby, route 1;
by Barbara Horning.
the family was “settling d*vn."
Iron and Metal Company, is rapid- Britten. Plans were made for a
outside game this year.
car was estimated at $200.
The OWANTA Camp Fire Girls larity of the many varieties.
Mrs. Jerome Schipper and baby.
Halloween
party for next week. AfThe students hope to add the 156 West 18th St; Mrs. Tom Bos- ly becoming known far and wide
ter the meeting we played two of Jefferson School went on a hike
There is a homicide in tta
spirit and enthusiasmto pull the
sardet and twin sons, 165 West 17th as a vigorous promoter of safety. games outdoors. Reported by Shir- near Lake Michigan.We had our Annual ‘Family Fair*
Dutch out of a two-game losing St; Melbourne Barnaby. 295 West
United States on the average
meeting
on
a
sand
dune.
We
talk“Scrappy made his appearance," ley Den Bleyker.
every 79 minutes.
streak.
ed about our Halloween party Set at Civic Center
20th St.; Mrs. GertrudePriem, 127
says Seymour Padnos, “several The TOM IM WI KA Camp Fire
Slated to leave the Holland depot
qext week and the Fly - Up the
Fairbanks; Merry EUen De
at 5 p.m. the train will arrive in Koster, 183 Elwiil Ct; Lester years ago on three billboards at group held their meeting at Robart followingweek.
Plans are' now completedfor the
About 62 per cent of American
Benton Harbor just prior to game Bunker, Jr.-, route 2, West Olive; the entrance of Holland. Most School Saturday. We talked about
at homo and
The WA CA KA WEES Camp second "annual family fair” in the husbands help their wives with the
our Halloween party. We decided
housework.
time. The athletic sisters will operMrs. George Vender Wal, 81 East Holland residents, and many vis- to cancel our party and help the Fire Girls of Waukazoo held their Civic Center Friday evening beginate a -cafeteriacar on the train. 32nd St.
itors, know by heart Scrappy's
meeting Tuesday afternoon. Bev- ning at 6 p.im Committees of the
Both Holland High and Junior Hospital births include a daugh- words ’This kind of scrap we can Mothers Club with their Hallo- erly De Jonge presided over the Christian School Circles of Holland
High bands under the directionof ter, Diane Lynn, born Saturdayto do without— drive carefully!’,re- ween party. We decided to have business meeting. A Halloween and vicinityhave been preparing
a different party later this year.
Arthur C. Hills and Raymond Roth
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Vannette. 127 lating really to any metal ren- After the meeting the girls had a party was planned for the next a most unusual evening of fun for
will travel on the train. The bands
Vender Veen Ave.; a son. Scott dered scrap "by an accident." farewell party for Nina Lundquist, meeting night. Cheryl Mapes and all ages.
24
will lead a parade of the students
This year, in addition to the
Howard, born Saturdayto Mr. and These billboards have been repro- who is leaving town. The girls gave Diane Wilbur will serve on the
from the train to the field. The Mrs. Howard Peirce, HI. 364 East duced in national magazines,and
HOUR
main
floor,
it
was
decided
to
use
her a bracelet as a farewell gift. food committee. Games were planBenton Harbor police will provide
the basement to give more room.
SERVICE
24th St; a son, Kurt Eric, bom requests have come in from other Reported by Karen Van Slooten.
an escort.
Special emphasis is given to
Saturday to Mr. and 'Mrs. Fred dealers in scrap materials to use
YOUR HOSTS*
The Maplewood Camp Fire Girls Halloween Birthday
There will be room for parents Wise, Jr.. 1717 Van’s Blvd.
Phona
this idea for their own safety profamily activitywith fish ponds,
met at the home of Mrs. Naber.
and tickets will be available at the
motion •work."
RAUL
AND
IONA VAN RAAITI
merry-go-round
and
other
amuseParty Honors Twins
A son. Roger Lee, bom Saturday
75741
same fee as students.Vem SchipThe Padnos company are pro- We had cupcakes for refreshments for children;games for
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Streu, 190
ments. We played a few games,
ACROSS PROM ROSTOMICS
per, school community service diA Halloween birthday party was teenagers and other items of inRUHIR
East 39th S<.; a daughter, Robin foundly gratefulfor their own good then we learned our Indian names
rector said today. Tickets are
safety
record
and
have
gained
conZIILAND
terest
and
entertainment
for
held
Saturday
afternoon
to
honor
STAMM
Kay, born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs.
and what they meant. After that
available at the high school office
Arthur Lawrence, 870 Oakdale Ct; siderablerecognation for their con- we made invitationsto our Moth- twins. Bobby and Billy Botsis,who everyone.
170 Km*
OOSID SUNDAYS
and game tickets may be pur- a son, Michael Dean, bom Sunday cern for safety in any application.
celebrated their ninth birthday anA cafeteria lunch will be served
ers for the Fly - Up. Reported by
chased at Superior Sports Store.
"We
have
now
decided
to
allow
niversary. The party was held at in the basement. There is no adto Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Bobeldyk,
problem • much thought," says Scribe, Claudia Reek.
their new home at 299 West 29th mission charge and the public is
239 East Ninth St.
On
Monday
night, Oct. 15. the
invited to attend.
A daughter bom Monday to Mr. Padnos, “with about 20 trucks and Washington School Camp I' i r e St.
Mrs. Gerald Van Wyk and Mrs.
and Mrs. Robert Ten Hagen, truck cranes on the road all the girls held a Fly-Up, that is a gra- Decorations were in keeping
route 4; a daughterbom Monday time, seeing accidents happen a- duation ceremony for the 5th grade with the Halloweentheme and fea- Gerald Koning are general chairScrappy Myi:
to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Krause, 253 round us almost every day. Also girls who have gone into Camp tured two decorated birthday men.
West 16th St.; a daughter. Karen as in almost any industry,there is Fire from Blue Birds last year. cakes. Games were played and
Today's scrap is tomorrow's steel.
J.L.
Sue, bom Monday to Mr. and Mrs. a certain amount <}f hazard in our The 4th grade Bluebirds pinned prizes awarded.
Fire Causes Extensive
Lunch was served by their mothPeter Schuitema, 728 Northshore work, and it is natural to feel a blue ribbons on the new 3rd gradconcern for employees. Scrappy
er. Mrs. Peter Botsis. who was Damage in Local Garage
J. Leslie Livingston was guest Dr.
puts our thoughts into words in ers. The 6th grade Camp Fire assisted by her daughter-in-law.
speaker at the noon luncheon of
Girls explainedsome Camp Fire
such a manner that we hope that
Mrs. June Botsis.
A 1956 model car, a boat, bicycle
the Holland Rotary Club Thurs- Group Stages Raking
activities and the ranks they have
always buying
materials
they will be noted.
and
trailer were destroyedearly
Guests
were
Alan
Rowder,
Dick
day in the Warm Friend Tavern.
passed and honor* earned. We all
“For
some
time,” says Padnos,
Thursday
morning
when
fire
swept
Steggerda,
Denny
Ettmeuller.
He showed colored slides of ex- Bee in Place of Party
"Scrappy has appearedin the Sen- sang several songs together. Jo Jimmy Borlace, Terry Westerhof, a garage at the Harry Hulst Iwme,
traordinary beauty taken in British
Ann Den Uyl reporting.
tinel
offering bits of information
Columbia and also featured scenic Dressed in blue jeans and carryThe TA WAN KA Camp Fire Larry Diekema. Terry Raak, Mike 99 East 24th St.
about
the
scrap
industry,
imporFire Chief Andrew Klomparens
Holland, Mich.
120 River Ave.
beauties of Banff, Lake Louise and ing rakes, members of the
group
of Lincoln School met at Slagh, David Blakely. Mike De
A-O-Wa-Ki-Ya Camp Fire group, tant to us, and we hope, interest- the home of Susan Bosma. Joyce Waard, Charles Botsis and Sally estimatedthe loss in excess of
Jasper National Park.
ing to our readers. His smiling
$5,000. He said all the Items were
He also showed slides of a hunt- fifth grade girls of Washington
Geertman held a business meet- Marie Botsis.
face and funnel hat have become
in the garage which was also a
In
the
evening
the
Botsis
home
ing trip at Dutch Creek, located School, held a “raking bee” Moning and a treat was served. The
a character familiar to many.”
total loss. The blaze apparently
in a remote part of BritishColom- day evening in place of their angirls played games in Centennial was the scene of another HallowIN
“We have not decided to allow
een party when Jim Botsis, as- started from spontaneous combusbia. While there, one of the party nual Halloween party. The girls
Park.
Reported
by
Shirley
Den
Scrappy
to
change
his
theme
in
sisted by Harold De Vries, enter- tion, he said.
became seriously ill, he said, and raked the lawn of one Of the resiBleyker.
his weekly appearancesin The
after an unusual series of events, dents in the area after which they
The
Tan
Da
Camp
Fire Girls tained a group of classmates from
In clear water, a submarine can
was removed to a hospitalby heli- gatheredin the yard of Mr. and Sentinel. He will speak as our rov- met Oct. 15. We went on a hike the junior class at Holland High
ing reporter on safety, wherever
be spotted from the air at depths
copter which they had been able Mrs. H. Wieten for a treat given
through
Macatawa
hills for about school.
up to 100 feet.
by the leaders, Mrs. Don Ooster- it may be applied. It will be his 2 miles. We were treated by Janto locate.
job to come up with thoughts, sugDale Cooper and John Crozier, baan and Mrs. John Shashaguay.
ice Haynes and Merilee Timmer.
In the. group were Sandra gestions, quotations that may help We brought coffee cans and made Horizonette Group Has
junior Rotarians for the month,
us
all
to
keep
in
one
pi#ce.
We
spoke briefly and thanked Rotary Coryell, Mary Slagh, Kathy Miehope our readers will look for fires and roasted marshmellows. Election of Officers
for their invitationto attend the dema, Sheila Blake, Linda Martin,
We found three things for our
Marilyn Swank, Gail Van Raalte, them, and that they may help us memory books, n ct. 25 we had
A group of ninth grade Horizonmeetings.
all
to
‘live
in
good
health'."
The speaker was introduced by Mary .Ell«n Woldring, D i * n e
our Fly-Up at Lakeview School. ettes who met last Thursday even344 WEST 16TH ST.
PHONE 6-6660
Shashaguy, Cherie Oosterbaan
RotarianKenneth De Free.
Several mothers and older Camp ing at the home of Karen Yntema
Susan Brooks an(J Carol Osterink.
on
136th
Ave.,
named
Gail
Van
Fire girls gave us our scarves and
Miss Mary Lou Smith
Bluebird badges at the ceremony. Raalte as president of the group.
••••••••«
Auxiliary to Sponsor
Honored at Shower
Our sponsors are Mrs. Andrew Other officerselected were Karen
60 Attend Cradle Roll
Voiling and Mrs. James Van Yntema, vice president; Susie
Party lor Veterans
A shower honoring Miss Mary Lente. Reported by Luann Moodie. Brown, treasurer; Mary Robbert,
Milk Is
Party at Sixth Church
Lou Smith was held last Friday
secretary,
and
Cathy
WeidenAt a business meeting held ThursOn Oct. 25, the Waukazoo Camp
FRESH.
day evening by the VFW Auxiliary, Sixth Reformed Church base- evening at the home, of Mrs. Fire girls held a regular business hamer, cabinet representative.
plans to sponsor a hospital party ment was decorated with fall Henry De Boe, 357 West lt8h St., meeting with President Juanita
Routine business was discussed
We ere pseud of the feet that we
to be held Nov. 6 at the Veterans colors Friday afternoonfor the with Mrs. Bert De Boe, M r s. Wilber presiding. Several of the along with ideas for raising money
Facility in Grand Rapids, w%re annual Cradle Roll party which Gerald De Boe and Mrs. Harvey girls gave reports on honors earn- for a family as a Christmas prokeep our milk Temperature— Candisculsed.Mrs. Peter Borchers was attended by approximately 60 De Boe as co-hostesses.
ed during the week. Carol Schoultz ject Mrs. Klomparens is leader of
Games
were
played
and
duplicate
children
and.
their
mothers.
In
was named chairman for the party
trolledtram the cow to you, end the*
gave a demonstration of artificial the group.
which begins at 7:45 p.m. Those charge were the Mesdames Boyd prizes awarded to Mrs. P. Hey- respiration.Mo*t of the meeting Last Saturday the girls enjoyed
kelps m pie in our exceptionallylew
from here who wish to attend are De Boer, Paul Barkel, Walter boer and Sandy Smith. A two was concerned with planningthe a hayride at Lakeview Stables.
course lunch was served.
to meet at the VFW hall at 5:45 Jacobs and Bud Steggerda.
Fly-Up ceremony for the fifth
bacteria count.
Present were the Mesdames grade girls which will be held in
p.m.
Followingdevotions led by the
John
De
Boe,
Jay
De
Boe,
Teunis
In other business the members Rev. Henry A. Mouw, the children
the new multi - purpose room of
arranged a membership drive with sang choruses and exchanged Prins, G. Alderink, J. Keys, V. the school on Nov. 6. TV followgifts. Diplomas were presented by Vossen, J. De Koster, Jack De
two teams captained by
(and Seda Bar)
Irene Hamm and Mrs. Paul Dal- Mrs. De Boer to children who Boe, Harry Worst, Annetta Gartin,
•71 IOCH1GAM AVI.
PHONE 2U7
man. Announcement was also made graduated from the department. J. Stegenga, A. Streur, G. Streur,
of a department pow wow to be The graduatesinclude Jacqueline P. Heyboer, J. Nyhof, Juke Nyhof,
feeeeeeeeeaaaaaaeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaeeaaaa
held Saturday in Mt. Clemens.
Hoezee, Randall Knoll, Michael H. Nyhofj B. Galien, B. Turner, E.
, Refreshmentswere served. Visit- Slager, Sue
Oosterbaan, Kars, B. Nelson and the Misses
My company aims to insure
ors included Mr». Helen Bloom Diane Moore and Michael Jacobs. Sandy Smith, Elaine De Boe,
only careful drivers.As a reand Mrs. Helen Jones, president Halloween napkins and nutoups Marcia De Boe, Irene Maatman,
sult, claims costs are lower
Hazel
Langejans,
Barb
De
Feyter.
and secretary, respectively,of decorated the low tables at which
and the savings are passed
the Fennville Auxiliary.
the children were served cookies Jan Van Klavem and the guest of Woter is a unique solvent end o
along to policyholdersin the
honor.
The next meeting is scheduled and ice cream A picture was
form of lower cost insurance.
bearer
of
other
substances.
It can
Also invited were the Mesdames
for Nov. 8 at the hall.
taken of the group.
Find out today if you can
P. Streur, Gerald Streur, Kate carry minerals to promote good
qualifyfor State Fann Insur-

Rochester, N. Y.
Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, college
president, introduced Dr. John A.
Dykstra, chairman of the Board of
Trustees of Hope College who
thanked the women for their work
during recent years. Milton Hinga,
dean of Kollen Hall, reported on

Flower

Holland

Week

Observed Here

Holland Students
To Attend

Game

‘Scrappy Cartoon
Promotes Safety

TWO MACES TO

ENJOY OOOD FOOD
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Rubber Stamps
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Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.
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"BAKERY SPECIALS

Lummen, B. Lummen, G. Lummen,
A. Lummen, H. Lummen, L. Lummen, Cliff Platt, H. Huizen, B.
Stronk, J. H. De Boe, Barb Smith,
B. De Boe and V. Schipper.

Quality • iuatpiiud

Scott-Lugers
140

UVD

AVI.

Lumber Co.

Ottawa County
Richard Dale Sail, 20, route 1,
Allendale,and Delores Zylema, 20,
Grand Rapids; Arthur Sparks, 18,
route 1, Nunica, and Jacqueline
Paxkhurst, 20, route 2. ^Sprii*
Lake; Kenneth Makin, 3(J> and
Harriet Stygstra,23, both of Grand
Haven.

OUR VARIETY OF TASTY

phone me.
bacteria.Are you sure of your

woter supply? Procuringpure
water in adequate quantities, is

Marriage Licenses

ance as a careful driver.Just
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MFG. & SUPPLY CO.
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with only nationally advertised beverages. Open for
your conveniencefrom noon
until midnight.
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Moran Suggests
Holland Obtain

Recreation Head
Athletic Director
Says City

Backward

In Play Facilities
Joe Moran. Holland High athletic
director presently directing the
city recreationprogram on a parttime basis, suggesteda full-time
recreationdirectorfor Holland and

added '‘Holland is very backward
in play facilities.” at

a

meeting

Monday night in City Hall called
by Mayor Robert Visscher to study
a long range recreationprogram in
the city.

The group invited by Mayor
Visscher. included representatives
from the city, public and Christian schools, industry, Junior
Chamber of Commerce and interested townspeople.
Moran went on to suggest that
members of the committee visit
Grand Rapids and Muskegon city
recreationdepartmentsto see
how they function and operate. He
also sought to have the group divided into sub-committees to make
studies and report to the overall
group.

Moran outlined the present Holland recreation program including
the city -owned playgroundsand
parks.
Bill Hinga. Holland High School

faculty member, was named
chairman of the group and announced another meeting will be
held Nov. 12 at which time committees will be appointed to study
the local recreation program.

Pa r k Superintendent Dick
Smallenburgexplainedthe Fairbanks Park area which has been
developed by the city park department Smallenburgsaid the area
has nine-and-a-halfacres with two
wading ponds which will be used
as skating ponds this winter.
Smallenburgsuggested obtaining
the entire Fairbanks Park area
for use as a “recreationalcenter”
including the purchase of a “wood
working plant (Modern Products
Co.) on the corner of Fairbanks
Ave. and 16th St by the city for
the kids and older people.”
The park head went on to list
roller skating, cards, table tennis
and dancing as uses for the building and indicated there would be
toilet facilities and space for a
recreationdirector’s office.
•Smallenburg also reported on
Kollen Park and Prospect Park.
City Manager Herb Holt said at
present there is no specific recreation policy. He brought out
that 55,000 put into a contingent
fund for recreationby council
would be spent on the recommendation of the committee for use
anyplace.
Various other ideas were expressed in the two -hour meeting
held in the countil chambers of
City Hall.
Attending the session were
Larry Wade, Moran, R i chard
Grossnickle,Vern Schipper, Hinga,
:

W. H. Connor, Guy Bell. Holt,
John Keuning, Elmer Ribbens,
Clare Pott, Ike D e K r a k er,
Smallenburg. Nelis Bade, John
Vander Broek, Art Read and Mrs.
Stuart Padnos.

GOP Headquarters
Open Every Night
A voting machine has been
placed in Republican headquarters
on Eighth St near Center Theater
and will be demonstratedon request anytime the place is open.
Qirrent hours art 1:30 to 9 p.m.
and probably later.
To facilitate voting this year, ballot strips are red. white and blue,
instead of the usual black and
white. State and county proposals
have the red strips. The regular
state and county ticket appears in
white, and the non-partisan ticket
has blue strips. The non-partisan
ticket has contests for justicesof
the supreme court and judge of
probate. The latter is uncontested.
Refreshments will be served at
headquarters Friday night, according to the co-chairmen, Mrs. Bruce
M. Raymond and Mrs. Riemer Van
Til. Headquartersalso will be open
electionqight.

Man Hunting
Near School Fined $60
Holland

ZEELAND

(Special)— Pupils at

the Zeeland Lincoln St. elementary school thought they were be-'
ing called to classes in an unusual
manner Monday morning.
About 8:15 a.m., shortly before
the doors opened, two boys ran in
and told Principal Cornelius Hozee
that someone was shooting at
them and that they could hear
shotgun pellets whistlingover their
beads.
Hoezee called police,who found
Theodore Brandt. 52, of 172 West

18th St., Holland,

hunting

pheasants just south of the school.
He was within 20 feet of a sign
prohibitinghunting withLi the city
limits, police
L
Arraignedbefore Justice Hilmer
C. Dickman this morning, Brandt
paid a fine of 560 and 54.30 costs.

said.

Man Slashes Himself
GRAND

HAVEN

Didymus W

(Special)

-

m s, 25. of 301
Elliott St, Hd was released
Tuesday afternoon from Municipal
Hospital after treatment for an
i

1

1 i

a

overdose of sleeping pills, made a
second attempt at suicide Tuesday
night when he slashed himself 24
times across the abdomen with a
razor. After being treated by two
physicians, he was taken to Receiving Hospital in Grand Rapids.
He told city police he was suffering from a stomach ailment and
gsve that as a reason to; attempts
to take hi* own life. \
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Royal Neighbor Meeting

Scouts Register

Farm News

The 52nd Oak Leaf convention of
By Richard Meohlele,
Royal Neighbors was held in
For
County Agricultural Agent
Muskegon Heights Thursday night.
Henry Modderman of Marne is
Chippewa Boy Scout Districtto- The meeting was In charge of
i firm believer In one e-over til- day completedits quota of 18 Boy Mrs. Hannah Neuman of MuskeScouts and Explorers for the Na- gon Heights. Sessions started at
lage after nis experience this past
tional Jamboree at Valley Forge, 1 p.m. with a program. Address
summer. Henry planted com in P-., in July, 1957, according to was given by Mayor O’Grady who
two ways: one with the ordinary Lawrence A. Wade, local Jambor- presented the honored guest Mrs.
common type of tillage using plow, ee Chairman,who is making plans Myrtle Gunderson qt Lone Rock.
for the registrationof additional Wis., chairman ot the Board of
harrow, disk and packer and the
Supreme Directors, with a key to

m %

Local Yonth Hurt

Held at Matkegon Heights Fines 12 Motorists

Jamboree

Holland area youngster* will
have a chance Sturday to legally
test their marksmanship with BB

Zeeland Justice Court

ZEELAND

(Special) — Twelve

drivers were fined recently by
Zeeland Justice Egbert J. Boes.

By Skotgnn Blast;

They were:
Jose Gilberto Garcia, 19, Pull-

Condition Tair’

man, no operator'slicense, S24.30;

Thomas Boomsma, 21,

A Holland youth was

Grand

Rapids, speeding, $15.30; Evert

dition

in fair con-

Monday after being

serious-

ly wounded in the head Saturday
Ronald Danhof, 17, route 3, Zee- afteroon by a shotgun blast fired
guns.
"
land, excessive speed and stop at close range.
The Holland chapter of Fraternal
other using Just
once-over
Deadline for holding district quo- the city.
Jack Kievit. 18, of 164 Walnut
sign, $16.30; Alvin Glen Van
Order of Police 1* sponsoring a
method. During the growing sea- tas Is Nov. 1, and it appears likeResponsewas by District Deputy Kompenburg, 18, route 3, Holland, St, suffered serious head wounds
program of safety instructionand
son, he found that the com plan- ly that many of the other Grand Laura Umbach of Grand Haven.
while hunting a mile north of the
will also give the children some
ted with the once-over method Villey Council Districts will not A school of instruction was put stop light, $9.30. Paul Koops, 19, Overisel Town Hall. He is in Zeetfcrget practice at the Holland
suffered less from drough than the fill their allotted spaces by that on by the honored guest. Next 116 East 14th St., Holland, speed- land Hospital
Armory.
other and at the end of the sea- date. Wade, therefore,has encour- convention will be held in Grand ing, $10.30; Theodore Edward
Allegan County deputy Andy
Application blanks for children
Passieur,38, University City, Mo., Vander Vliet said Kievit was shot
son it was much freer from weeds aged Scout Troops and Posts to Haven.
between the ages of 8 and 14 are
by quite a good deal. On top of make additional reservations for Officers elected were Oracle speeding, $15.30.
by almost the full load of a 12
available today at the elementary
Marcus M. Curie. 42, Park gauge shotgun fired by Ron Lemthat, he saved time and expense in boys interested in attendingthe Ethel Holmes, Grand Haven; past
schools and at the Holland police
soil preparation. His yields were Jamboree. It is believed at this oracle, Hannnh Neuman; Chance- Ridge, 111., speeding, $24.30; Leon mon. 18, of 347 East Seventh SL
station.
• JS
average or better than with the time that the local district may lor, Minnie Diewald, Muskegon; S'mperis. 23, Coloma, speeding, The two- were driving near OvenEach entry must be accompahav. between 20 and 30 boys repconventional method. I think Henry
recorder, Irene Clothier,inner $15.30; Charles Stegenga, 42, iscl along with Kievit’s sister, Barnied by authorization from the
resented at this giant encampment
is
one
of
many
who
have
experiensentinel, Georglne Boles; vice route 2, Holland, speeding, S8.30; bara. The trio spoted some pheachild’s father. The classes are diced the advatages of this type of 50,000 Scouts from all parts of oracle, Bertha Weaver; outer Terry Lee Bakker.18, route 1, Zee- sants in a nearby field and stopvided into those between 8 and
America.
land, careless driving, $25.30; ped their car.
of operation.We would like to enrentinel, Minnie Serler, Holland.
10, 11 and 12 and 13 and 14.
In addition Wade reported that
Lemmon got out at the right
courage more people to plant
Ballot march was put on by the John Gordon Gmppen, 25, route 1,
Each youngster will fire 15 shots
the district has registeredtwo outZeeland, speeding, $20.30; Dorcey hand side, removed the shotgun
their com by this method. We will
Holland group.
at targets 15 feet away. Five shots
standing Explorers for the "Jubilbe glad to furnish any details on ee Jamboree” in England to celeEvening program was Initiation Crank, 32, route l, Holland, illegal and loaded it As a pheasantflew
each will be fired from prone,
this particular method.
put
on by Fern Leaf Camp of parking and expired icense, $6.30. into the air Lemmon shot across
standing and kneeling positions.
brate the 50th anniversary of
the top of the car. At the same
Yv'vV*
Muskegon; installation of officers
Each child will have the gun
Scouting. These Scouts will travel
instant Kievit stepped out of the
Tre County ExtensionStaff will in a special contingent to the Na- by Onward Camp of Whitehall and
loaded and cocked by an instrucHeart Attack Fatal
driver’s side and stood up.
be attending the annual Conferen- tional Jamboree and then leave by entertainmentby Grand Haven
tor. Members of the FOP and Hol1
'm
The blast caught Kievit across
land Reserve officerswill act as
ce at Michigan State University steamshipfoo England for the in- Camp consisting of solos, accor- For Hamilton Man
the top of the scalp. Deputies said
safety supervisors.
from Oct 29 through Nov 1. This is ternationalaffair. This will be fol- dion, tap dances and dialog.
Lunch was served at the conclu- HAMILTON (Special) -Gerrit S. if Kievit had been an inch taller
The FOP consistsof Holland poan annual event at which time all lowed by a month long tour of
Walters, 58, died unexpectedlyat the pellets would have struck him
lice, Ottawa County deputies and
extension folks from every county England, France. Italy and sion of the meeting.
4:15 a.m. Monday in his home in in the middle of the head
police officers from Zeeland and
in the state gather for conference Switzerland.
Hamilton.Death was due to a
Hudsonville.
to more or less plans a program of
A
complete
list of Jamboree resI
111
heart attack.
Each target will be officially
work for the following year, also ervations will be published after Pair Pleads Guilty
jdBKU
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- Surviving are the wife, Alice; 100 Percenter
scored and prizes awarded to first,
discuss ways and means of im- Nov. 1.
The A. J. Cook Lumber Co. was
William Henry Van Dop. 17. and four sons, Syrene, Burton and
second and third places in each
proving services to farmers, homeTom
Murray
Grimes,
18.
both
of Wayne of Hamlltoi. and Delmar at added Monday to the list of 100 perMr. ond Mrs. Roger Dole Plosmon
of the three classes.
makers, and the youth of our counSpring Lake, pleaded guilty here home; nine grandchildren; two sis- centers in the Single Solicitation
The program will start at 8 a.m.
Marriage vrws were exchanged held by a tiara fashioned of seed ty
Monday in CircuitCourt to charg- ters, Mrs. John Hulst of Holland Plan, Inc., covering Community
at the Armory and continue by Miss Norma Elizabeth Van pearls and lace. She c^ried a
es
of grand larceny, involving and Mrs. John Schra of Drenthe. Chest and other charities.Comheart
shaped
bouquet
ot
white
throughout the day.
Ottawa County vegtable growers
Ham and Roger Dale Plasman in
Mr. Walters was born April 15, munity Chest Campaign Chairman
theft of four hubcaps valued at
Officer Charles Dulyea, in a double ring ceremony perform- mums and roses.
will be interestedin the National
$188. At liberty under $100 bond, 1898, in Allegan county. He was James Taylor Monday urged all
A gown of dark green iridescent VegtableGrowers meeting to be
charge of arrangements,said the
ed Friday, Oct. 19, in North Street
workers to report promptly to flMlr
they will return for sentence Nov. employed by the Hamilton
taffeta was worn by a maid of held at Grand Rapids this year on
parents are invited to accompany
Christian Reformed Church in
Bureau.
division chairmen.
at 11:30 a.m.
their youngsters to the shoot Rehonor who carried a heart shaped Nov. 27 through 30. Topics of inZeeland.
bouquet of yellow and bronze terest to all vegetable growers will
freshments will be served.
May Nyhoff to Daniel R. Eaton
The wedding party assembled
All guns and ammunition will
mums. The flower girl was attir- hr discussed at this meeting. De- and wf. Lot 19 Block 2 Prospect
before an arch decorated with
be furnished by the Daisy Manued in a floor length gown of green tailed program will be sent on Park Add. City of Holland.
mums, and an altar decorated
facturing Co. Only the signed eniridescenttaffeta. Her heart shap- request.
Robert B. Zimmerman and wf.
with ferns and candelabra. Altertry blank is needed.
ed bouquet included yellow mums.
to William Steketee and wf. Pt.
nate pews were marked with taFor her daughter’s wedding Mrs.
There are two extension bulletins Lots 7, 8 Block 9 South Prospect
pers.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. Van Ham chose a brown dress of interest to those who like to Park Add. City of Holland.
and Mrs. Martin Van Ham of 525 with beige piping and brown ac- hunt One is entitled,"Venison" Edward E. Visser and wf. to
The Baptist Mission Circle was Rich Ave., Zeeland and the groom's cessories. Mrs. Plasman, the 253 which shows methods of dres- Fred Visser and wf. Pt NEVi
entertainedlast Thursday after- parents are Mr. and Mrs. Edward groom's mother, ware a blue dress sing out a deer along with how to SWVi 34-7-14Twp. Allendale.
Louis Kramer and wf. to Cecil
noon at the home of Mrs. George Plasman, Sr., of 357 Maple Ave., with black velvet trim, and black cook it. The other is called "Good
accessories.
Eating from Woods and Fields," L. Dreese and wf. Lot 23 West
Loveridgein Holland. Mrs. Clyde HoUand.
Sisson, program leader led devoThe basement of the church, de- Extension folder 252. These are Highlands No. 2 Twp. Spring Lake.
Attendants at the rites read by
Clarence L. Jalvdng and wf. to
tions and introduced Mrs. William the Rev. John Guichelaar were corated in a green and whfte color availableupon request.
Lewis E. Manlon and wf. Pt. Lot
Pixley who gave a book review of Miss Mary Van Ham, the bride's scheme, was the scene of a reone of the Mission study books for sister, as maid of honor, Julia ception for 90 guests. Waitresses
We are still interested in hav- 17 Lake View Add. Twp. Park.
Peter M. Brooks to Lewis E.
the year "There is No End.” Busi- Plasman, niece of the groom, flow- were members of the Girls Society. ing more poultry flock cooperaness meeting was led by the presi- er girl; Don Plasman, the groom's Mr. and Mrs. Louis Vis were mas- tors to work with the Farm Man- Manion and wf. Lot 16 Lakeview
dent, Mrs. Graydon Chapman. Re- brother, best man; Douglas Plas- ter and mistressof ceremonies. agement Department at Michigan Add. Twp. Park.
Fred Machielaand wf. to Jennie
freshments were served by the man, nephew of the groom, ring Miss Joyce Blauwkamp and Miss State University. These cooperaMachiela et al Pt Stt NW* 2-6hostess.
bearer and Gordon Van Ham and Alma Brinks were in the gift room tors will keep records of the cost
Mrs. William Walker was hostess John Bos, Jr., ushers.
and Misses Gertrude and Ann Hol- of feed, labor, mortality, produc- 14 Twp. Blendon.
Clarence Nyhoff and wf. to Bento the Ganges Home Club Friday Organ music was played by Mrs. stege served punch. Miss Marlene tiot of their particular flock. This
afternoon at her lakeshore home. George Baron and soloist, Mrs. Plasman was in charge of the information then will be compiled jamin J. Dalman and wf. Lot 25
Mrs. William Van Hartesveltd was Paul Van Dort. sang "0 Lord guest book.
into a form that can be used by McBride'sAdd. City of Holland.
Bakale and Kossuth Construction
ii. charge of the program for the Most Holy" and "The Lord's
The bride wore a gark green all poultry men in analyzing their
Co. to F. Jean Doane Pt Lots 34
day. Two accordian selections were Prayer."
poultry
business.
If
you
are
inwool jersey dress with beige acplayed by M’ss Connie Comeau of
The bride, given in marriage cessories as the couple lefi on a terested in keeping such records, 35 East HighlandPark Sub. No.
Fennville.A talk "Food Facts and be her fathe-, chose a gown of wedding trip ‘o Denver. Colo They please let me know immediately. Grand Haven.
C. C. Whistler and wf. to Arthur
1 Fancies" was given by Miss Bulnylon over taffeta, featuring a V- will be home at 230 West 23rd St.
11s, County Home Extension leader neck, long pointed sleeves and after Nov 1. The groom is a barChristmas tree buyers are Thomas and wf. Lot 30 Dykhouse
for Allegan who illustrated her chantilly lace bodice. The skirt ber at Plasman's Barbershop and showing up at our office. We have Add. Grand Haven.
Exec. Est. Urana Harrington
facts with actual food samples. A was trimmed with side panels of the bride is employed at die H. J. quite a list of growers that we
question and answer session fol- lace. She wore a fingertip veil Heinz Co.
can turn over to these buyers but Hoffman, Dec. to Leo Van Bragt
lowed. Salad wafers, cookies and
I know our list isn’t by any means and wf. Lot 77 Steketee Bros. Add.
tea and coffee were served by the
complete. If you have Christmas City of Holland.
ters and the occasion was the birthBastian Coelingh' to James
hostess.
trees to sell, we would be glad to
The Ganges Methodist and day anniversary of Mrs. Westfield.
have your name, address,num- Kleinjans and wf. Lot 16 Mel Scott
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Ely of
Baptist churches are uniting again
bo' of trees offered for sale, the Plat, Twp. Allendale.
Grand Junction, their grandBert Baker et al to Charles J.
thia year in the UNICEF program.
species
and whether they are
Instead of the usual "Trick or children,Bobby and Debra Knapp
sheared or not. If growers will Russell Lot 50 Baker-HUizenSub.
Treat" the children of the various of Bangor visited Mrs. Gladys Ely
get this informationto us im- No. 1 Tv/p. Georgetown.
Opti-Mrs. Club, an .uxiliaryof
Dick G. Elzinga and wf. to Erwin
school districts in the township and Mrs. Della Scofield Sunday.
mediately, the names will be
. Sunday dinner guests at the home
will collect money for the "United
the Optimist Club, met Thursday added to our list and turned over Newenhouse and wf. Pt. S*4 SW14
Nations International Children's of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nye were evening at the home of Mrs. Alvin to these prospective buyers as SW>4 20-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
Exec. Est. Herman Hassevoort,
Emergency Fund. This program Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nye and
Dyk on Wildwood Dr. In an elec- they come in.
Dec.
to Wayne Lemmen and wf.
has been carried on here for sev- daughter, Ruth, and Mr. and Mrs.
Also, we have received the bills
Harry Nye and family.
tion the following officers were
eral years and each year donations
of sale blanks and these are be- NEVi NWV4 and SW>4 NEVi 11John Atkins,Mrs. Graydon Chap- named: Mrs. Webb Van Dokkum6-15 Twp. Olive.
to this fund have increased.Special
ing sent to all those on our mailEdward Molenda and wf. to
emphasis this year will be for the man and Mrs. Tony Tuhaceh spon- burg, president; Mrs. John Van ing list. Drop us a card if you
Claude Dean and wf. Lot 2 Douglas
children of Burma. Pencilin for sored a "Come as You Are" breakneed
more
and
they
will
be
sent
Vuuren, vice president; Mrs.
Sub. Twp. Spring Lake.
treatment of Yaws, tuberculin fast Tuesday morning at the new
Andrew Smeenge, secretary and out at once.
room
at
the
Ganges
Baptist
Arthur Reenders and wf. to Contreatmentsand the milk program
church. Proceeds from the event treasurer.
rad Brandsen and wf. Lot 27
for children have helped remarkwill be used to help furnish the
Projects for the coming years Mothers-DaaghtersHave
Reenders Add. No. 2 Grand Haven.
able in improving the health of the
room.
Herman Dragt and wf. to Theowere discussed and plans were
children all nationalities.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Plummer made to help in the children’s Banqaet at Charch
dore Gordon Walwood and wf. Pt.
A party for the children will be
e President Eisenhower brought
and family visited relative^ here ward at Holland Hospital in the
held followingthe collection at the
The annual mother - daughter NWV4 NWV4 25-7-14 Twp. Allendale.
and
at
Douglas
last weekend.
spring, to assist in supplying the
John Franzburg to Louis KruitGrange Hall.
us peace. Ike brought us proshis own ideas and nr*Ur
banquet of First Methodist Church
woman's ward at Traverse City
hof and wf. Pt. SV* NWVi 18-5-15
Booster Night for the Ganges
held Thursday evening in the soperity, too, without having AmerState Hospital and to make articles
CommunityGrange is being plan- Mr. and Mrs. Venstra
cial room featured a nautical Twp. Holland.
for the monthly birthday parties
Louis J. Gahan to William Austned for tonight at the hall. A coican boys dying on foreign soil to
theme which was carried out in
held at the Veterans Hospital at
hof and wf. Pt. St* NV* NEVi and
operative supper will be served to Feted on Anniversary
the program and decorations.
pay for it! You can put your trust
Forst Custer.
Pt. NVi NVi NEVi 25-6-15 Twp.
the members and their Invited
Mrs. Thelma Meyer gave the inMr. and Mrs. C. Venstra, 654 Luto’ the
A
discussion
was
held
on
plans
Holland.
guests. The Rev. Henry Bast, proin President Eisenhower.
vocation and Mrs. Roy Moeller
Claude Olthof and wf. to Kenneth
fessor at Hope College, will be gers Rd., who will observe their for a Christmas party to be held acted as oastmistress. Group
25th wedding anniversary on Oct. with the husbands. The evening
Swiftney and wf. Lot 3 Olthof Sub.
speaker.
singing was led by Mrs. Emily
e But, can you trust the future of
Miss Marian Stokes who is 31, were honored at a family get- was spent in making nutcups for Shaffer and special music wds fur- Twp. Spring Lake.
together Sunday at the Marquee. the Veterans Hospital at Fort
Theodore
Meyers
and
wf.
to
, studying at Western Michigan Colnished by a group of girls from the
your children, your home, your
Supper was served after which Custer.
lege in Kalamazoo was home for
Vesper Choir. They sang "Car- Jesse C. Lenoir and wf. Pt. NEVi
the group enjoyed movies.
Refreshments
were
served
by
8-8-15 Twp. Crockery.
job, your country to the Demo/the weekend with her family.
mencita" and "Over the Rainbow"
Doris L. Baker to Bernie J.
Mrs. Charles Plummer accom- Invited were Mr. and Mrs. Rich the hostess and Mrs. Clayton Ter and were accompanied by Miss
cratic
Party that is advocating
ard Vander Yacht, Mr. and Mrs. Haar.
Lemmen and wf. Pt. SV* SEV4 29panied by her mother, Mrs. Gabriel
Norma Houtman.
Herbert
De
Pree,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Those present were the Mds9-13 Twp. Chester.
Osterburg of Douglas, spent Saturweakening of our defense?Can
Devotions on "Steeringa True
Proper place iq politico ^t,thaSno
Pete Dykema, Mr. and Mrs. Neal dames Alvin Dyk, Jim Frans, A1
Dorus Zeinstra and wf. to Wayne
day at South Bend, Ind.
Course"
were
given
by
Mrs.
John
you?
You
be
the
judge
on
NovemDykema,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit Lucas, Ralph Maass, E d w i n
“Bulganin took advantap* nf
Joseph Carlson and wf. Pt. SWVi
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Hoover,
Hagans. Mrs. Olin Walker present'daughterEsther, Mr. and Mrs. Dykema, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Raphael. Andrew Smeenge, Hans ed the toast to the daughtersand SWt4 23-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge.
ber 6th at the polls!
John Westveld spent Sunday in Dykema, Mr. and Mrs. Sybrand Suzenaar, Clayton Ter Haar, Har- Ferna Walker replied with a toast
Angola, Ind. Guests at the home Dykema and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald vey Tinholt, Webb Van Dokkum- to the mothers.
>.i.
Graduation Ceremonies
Mokma of Holland, Mr. and Mrs. burg, John Van Vuuren. and Art
• Every man and woman in
of Mr. and Mrs. James Edwards
Mrs.
Roger
Knoll
introduced
the
John Dykema, Mr. and Mrs. Si- Van Dyke.
and family.
Michigan should read this ediguest speaker, Miss Marilyn Mac- Held by Cab Scout Pack
Claude Hathaway of Coloma mon Dykema of Owosso and Mr.
Cub Scout
3001. Van
Donald
Miss MacDonald is a stuand
Mrs.
H.
Geigler of Marion,
torial from the Detroit Free Press
was a visitor Saturday at the home
25-Day-Old Baby Dies
dent at Grand Rapids Junior Col- Raalte Ave.. School, held impresInd.
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nye.
lege who spent nine weeks living sive graduationexercisesat the
(October 23) before voting:
At Grandmother’sHome
Chester Wightman, son Phillip
with a family in Germany. She monthly pack meeting Monday
would not conform ,o Ruuia". mtt.t'’1’
and daughterCarolyn were week- Spring Lake Justice
told of her experiencesin Ger- night. The ceremony honored
ZEELAND
(Special)
—
Roxane
end visitorsat the home of Mr.
David Barkel who has completed
Fines Four Hunters
Kay Van Koevering, 25-day-old many and showed colored slides. all ranks and has reached his maand Mrs. Milton Strand and family
A
group
from
the
Methodist
of Owendale.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Garold Men’s Club served as waiters. jority.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Plummer Four hunters were arraigned Sat- Van Koeveringof Burnips, (route Co-chairmen for the banquet Opening flag ceremony was in
BACK IKE
fand daughter Judy of Royal Oak urday before Spring Lake Justice 1, Byron Center) died Thursday were Mrs. Donald Rudolph, Mrs. charge of Den 4 with Mrs. Robert
arc visiting this week in the home Eva Workman. All were arrested evening at the home of her grand- Arthur Keane and Mrs. Andrew Hamm as Den Mother. Den 6 unMICHIGAN'S BEST
of the former’s mother, Mrs. by conservation officers and all mother, Mrs. Winnie Van Koever- Smeenge. Dinner chairman was der the leadership of Mrs. Stanley
ing.
Bertha Plummer and other rela- pleaded guilty.
Sprick portrayed the monthly
Surviving besides the parents Mrs. Will J. Scott.
tives.
Lloyd G. Dolphin, 20, Grand
theme "Puppets" in a skit. Mrs.
Weekend guests in the home of Haven was charged with carrying are one sister, Elaine; one brothAlbert Waiters’ Den 5 led the enMr. and Mrs. Waldo Phelps were a loaded shotgun in his car and er, Clifford;the grandparents, Committees Selected
tire group in a game.
histopr to the Reds’ advwtatt
f
Mrs.
Van
Koevering
of
Forest
not done so
yhavt
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Tenney, son paid fine of $10 and $7.80 costs.
Bobcat pins were presentedto
For
Charch
Bazaar
Adminiatration.
Eisenhower
John and daughter Barbara; Mr. Theodore Jones, 23, Muskegon Grove, and Mr. and Mrs. Harm
11 boys denoting they had passed
th.
y rient.nd.bl.tla,
and Mrs. Eddie Tenney and baby Heights, also charged with carry- G. Berens of Burnips.
Mr. and Mrs. John Zych opened requirements for becoming Cub
.be>W>i« dealing
son; and Mrs. Fern Me Coy; all of ing loaded firearms id an automotheir home Wednesday evening to Scouts. They were Tim King,
foreign
m ch"«- °f our
bile, was fined $25 and $7.80 costs. ‘Reflection’ Alarm
Battle Creek.
members of the Holy Name Society Michael Bos, Larry Driy, Larry
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Vincent Jones’ companion,Calvin C. Mor- Reflection of an outside rubbish of St. Francis de Sales Church who Van Langevelde. Steve Steketee,
and four children were recent ten, 23, of Muskegon Heights, paid fire into windows of a nearby are assistingin arrangements for John Wheaton,David Marlink, Jim
visitors of the latter’s mother, Mrs. fine and costs of $57.80 for having
home sent firemen to 15th St. the church's annual bazaar, which Russell,Duane Barkel. Morton
Gladys Ely in the Bertha Plum- a her# pheasant in his possession. and Cleveland Ave. early Monday. will be held at the Holland Armory Van Howe and Gerry Vander Wal.
mer home. The Vincents recently All three were arrested by Officer Firemen said the reflectionmade in November.
Service pins for one-year were
moved from Saginaw tos Kalama- Edward Ferguson Saturday after- it appear the blaze was inside the
Mrs. Zych, who is general chair- presented to 11 boys and for two
zoo to make their home.
noon in Olive township.
man of the event, scheduledthe years to 10 boys. Jim De Neff rehouse.
.nwlpm p.
William Billing, 20, Grand HavMrs. Ruth Burgh of Ann Arbor
various duties for those present ceived the Wolf badge. Gold and
IllCBAZD*spent the weekend here at the en, was fined $70 and $7.80 costs
including ‘Earl Helmers, Max silver arrows were presentedto
home of her parents,Mr. and Mrs. for shootingtwo hen pheasants. Divorce Granted
Marcotte, John Mrok, Jr., Eugene several boys by Victor Van Ooster(Albert Nye.
One of the pheasantswas found GRAND HAVEN (Special) Maurina and Irvin Heyniger. hout, Cubmaster.
Mrs. Kenneth Sargent and fami- after the arrest had beeq made A divorce decree was granted in Serving on the committee,but unEach den was assigned a terriuSBK'k.eow
ly, Mrs. Wesley Hagger and fami- by Officer Loren Houghton in ttawa CircuitO Court Friday able to attend the meeting are tory to cover with door hangers
REPUBLICAN STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
ly and Mrs. Walter Hagger were Blendon township.
to Doris Clara Me Callum from Chester Kowalski, Richard Janelle, for the "Get-Out-The-Vote”
camMonday afternoon visitorsat the
Ivan Leslie Me Callum,, both of Philip MihoUch and PhiUp Single- paign. The singing of America and
home of Mrs. Russell Westfield of Saccharinis made from a coal Holland. Custody of two minor ctyl- ton. Mrs. Norman Gibson is assist- the retiringof the flag concluded
Hutchins Lake. The ladies are sis- tar product.
dren was awarded to the mother. ing Mrs. Zych as co-chairman.
the ceremonies.
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DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER

RICHARD M. NIXON

FOR PRESIDENT

• VICE PRESIDENT

ft;

FRANK

wmmm

PADZIESKI

C.

For State Treasurer

ALBERT. E.

COBO

For Auditor General

mm

Gorernor

for

PAUL D. BAGWELL

f:
:;ft;-

s

CLARENCE A. REID

JOHN A. MARTIN

RICHARD C. VAN DUSEN

For Lieutenant Governor

For Secretary of State

For Attorney General

p.

mi

m

m

DWIGHT

mi

D. EISENHOWER

RICHARD M. NIXON

^
GERALD

R.

FORD,

Jr.

CLYDE H. GEERLINGS

CandidateFor

Candidal#For

Congress 5Hi District

State Senator, 23rd District

STATE
Governor
Lieutenant Governor

FRED DEN HERDER
SoT#mor

ALBERT

E.

COBO

2 B

ROBERT

J.

-'Ji

KAMMERAAD

Candidal#For

Candidal#For

Treasurer

Register of Deeds

mmm
Wm*}

Lieutenant Governor

3

CLARENCE E. REID
Secretary oi Slat#

Secretary of State

JOHN

MARTIN

B.

Attorney General

Attorney General

RICHARD C. VAN DUSEN

1

State Treasurer

State Treasurer

FRANK C. PADZIESKI

6 B

I Cf
"

.

Auditor General

Auditor General

PAUL D. BAGWELL

Congressional

Bep#x«ntatlT# In Con

Representative

GERALD R. FORD,

7

grew
Jr.

Congress 5th District

GEORGE M.

VAN PEURSEM

JAMES W. BUSSARD

Candidate For

LEGISUTURE

Slat# Senator

State Senator,

CLYDE H. GEERLINGS

Prosecuting Attorney

Ottawa District

COUNTY
-

Prosecuting Attorney
Sheriff

County Clerk
County Treasurer
Register of Deeds
Drain Commlaaioner
Surveyor
GERALD VANDERBEEK

ANNA VAN HORSSEN

CandidateFor

CandidateFor

Sheriff

County

State B#pr#MntatlT#

GEORGE M. VAN PEURSEM

10 B

.

JAMES W. BUSSARD

11

ft

18

19

Justice of the

Sheriff

,

GERALD VANDERBEEK

12

i

^siKi^

ANNA VAN HORSSEN

Supreme Court

Supreme Court
(TO FILL VACANCY)
For T#nn Expiring D#c.
(Vote for On#)

County Clerk

21

Justice of the

1957

31.

(TO FILL VACANCY)
For T#nn Expiring D#c. 31. 1951
(Vote lor On#)

13 B

County Treasurer

FRED DEN HERDER

14 B

#

Begteter oi Deeds

ROBERT

J.

KAMMERAAD

Drain Commissioner

GEORGE DE VRIES

20D

Talbot

Micha#lD.

John

G#org#

Smith

O'Hara

Simpson

Edwards
(lux tic# oi

Uaitic# oi lb#

u

Surveyor

ARTHUR C. YOST

19D

17

Suprem# Court)

B^BQk

23

22

Judge of
Probotf
(Vote lor On#)

Cleric

•

20

Non ‘Partisan Judicial Ballot

Prosecuting Attorney

VOTE REPUBUCAN
NOV.
6
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i

YOST

Surveyor

Drain Commissioner

State Representative

C.

Candidal# For

Candidal#For

23 rd District

Candidal#For

State Representative

ARTHUR

GEORGE DE VRIES

9 B

(Vote for Not Mor# Than

Miles
oi

Probate)

j?

Ottawa County Rr publican Committee — George Van Ko«v#ring, Chairman
»

24

Circuit Court
Commissioners

Fr#d#rick T.

Qudg#

lb#

Supra* Court)

Political.

Two)

